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Abstract
Everyday listening often occurs in the presence of background noise. Listeners with normal
hearing can often successfully segregate competing sounds from the signal of interest. To do
this, listeners exploit a variety of cues to facilitate the separation of simultaneous sounds into
separate sources, and group sequential sounds into intelligible speech streams. One of the
cues that has been shown to be an effective facilitator of speech intelligibility is familiarity
with a talker’s voice. A recent study by Johnsrude et al. (2013) measured speech
intelligibility of a naturally familiar voice (i.e., that of a long-term spouse) and showed a
large improvement in intelligibility when a spouse’s voice serves as the target or the masker.
This improvement is commensurate with another cue that is well-understood to be a strong
facilitator of intelligibility: spatially separating two speech streams. Therefore, the goal of
this thesis is to extend the work of Johnsrude et al. (2013) by providing a clearer
understanding of voice familiarity as a cue for improving intelligibility. Specifically, the aims
of this thesis are 1) to measure the magnitude of intelligibility benefit of different types of
naturally familiar voices: friends and spouses, (2) to quantify the familiar-voice benefit in
terms of degrees of spatial separation, and (3) to compare the neural bases of voice
familiarity and spatial release from masking to determine if these cues improve intelligibility
by recruiting similar areas of the brain. The primary findings of this thesis were that 1) the
familiar-voice benefit of friends and spouses are comparable to each other and that
relationship duration does not affect the magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit, (2) that
participants gain a similar benefit from a familiar target as when an unfamiliar voice is
separated from two symmetrical maskers by approximately 15° azimuth, and (3) that familiar
voices and spatial release from masking both activate known temporal voice areas, but
attending to an unfamiliar target voice when masked by a familiar voice also recruits
attention areas. Taken together, this thesis illustrates the effectiveness of a naturally familiar
target voice in improving intelligibility.

Keywords
Speech intelligibility, speech perception, voice familiarity, voice perception, spatial cues,
spatial release from masking, selective attention, fMRI, sparse imaging
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Lay Summary
Communication typically occurs in noisy environments, where there are competing
background sounds such as music, other conversations, and traffic noises. For individuals
with normal hearing, it is relatively easy to ignore these background sounds and focus on one
person or conversation. However, the processes that make this possible are complex and not
completely understood. In this thesis, I aim to gain a deeper understanding of how people
understand speech when a competing voice is speaking. Specifically, I want to understand
why it is easier to comprehend speech of familiar people compared to speech of strangers. I
compared how much intelligibility improved from listening to the voice of a spouse or a
friend and found that intelligibility improved by a comparable amount. This means that once
a person gains familiarity with a voice, the benefits to intelligibility remain constant over
time and does not change depending on the type of relationship. Next, I equated the
improvement to intelligibility from a familiar voice in terms of spatial separation and found
that the familiar-voice benefit is equal to that of a large spatial separation. This means that
familiar voices are highly effective at improving intelligibility. Lastly, I compared the neural
mechanisms between speech intelligibility facilitated by voice familiarity and spatial
separation and found that brain areas responsible for processing both cues at least partially
overlap. Overall, the findings of this thesis highlight the effectiveness of voice familiarity in
improving intelligibility and provide preliminary evidence of brain areas responsible for
processing intelligibility cues.
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Chapter 1
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General Introduction

Communication in the presence of competing sounds occurs every day with relative ease,
yet how listeners accomplish this is not fully understood. It is important to understand
how humans with normal hearing are capable of segregating simultaneous sounds to
focus on a specific signal of interest. This thesis aims to investigate the role of two cues
that have been shown to improve speech intelligibility in noisy environments: voice
familiarity and spatial separations between simultaneous speech streams. Specifically,
this thesis will characterize and quantify the benefit of a familiar voice (such as that of a
friend or spouse) on intelligibility and compare this benefit with that obtained from
spatial cues. Lastly, this thesis will identify and compare the neural substrates of familiarvoice processing and spatial release from masking to determine if these two cues activate
similar brain areas to facilitate intelligibility.

1.1 Cocktail party listening
In most natural environments, sounds from various sources occur simultaneously. To
“hear out” a sound of interest in the presence of competing sounds has been termed the
‘cocktail party problem’ (Cherry, 1953). Human listeners with normal hearing can
typically communicate successfully in noisy environments. Despite the relative ease with
which listeners can communicate in these environments, the processes underlying this
ability are complex and not completely understood.
Cocktail party listening involves different challenges. First, a listener must segregate
simultaneous sounds into separate sources, a process called ‘simultaneous grouping’.
Next, a listener must segregate sequential sounds over time into separate streams and
selectively attend to a specific sound source in the presence of competing sounds. This
process is called ‘sequential grouping’ or ‘streaming’. These two processes are discussed
in more detail in the next section.
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It remains unclear whether segregation happens first to allow attention to a particular
speech stream, or if attention to a stream allows it to be segregated. Cusack, Deeks,
Aikman, and Carlyon (2004) proposed a hierarchical model explaining the relationship
between selective attention and stream formation. In this model, researchers suggest that
streaming only occurs on the sound source being attended to, and not on all sounds
occurring that the same time. After a stream is attended to, it can be further segregated
into small fragments, but this further segregation does not occur in the unattended
streams.
There are two types of mechanisms that allow for auditory grouping (Darwin & Carlyon,
1995). The first is primitive grouping mechanisms, that involve the use of low-level
sound properties, such as harmonicity and onset asynchrony, for segregation. Primitive
cues are not primarily relied on when analyzing complex sounds such as musical chords
or speech. The second mechanism is schema-governed mechanisms that require learned
or experience-based information to segregate sounds. An example of this is segregating
speech from non-speech sounds.
The cocktail party problem has remained a topic of substantial research since Cherry’s
(1953) seminal paper. Advances in basic research on this topic has contributed to
understanding hearing and speech communication processes and has helped uncover
physiological mechanisms and beneficial cues that can be used to facilitated intelligibility
of a target in the presence of a competing talker or talkers. A subset of these cues will be
discussed in this chapter.

1.2 Auditory scene analysis
The term auditory scene analysis (ASA) refers to the process by which listeners
perceptually organize overlapping sounds into distinct sound objects such as speech,
music, and environmental sounds into mental representations known as auditory streams
(Bregman, 1990). Auditory scene analysis involves two processes: simultaneous
grouping and sequential grouping.
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Simultaneous grouping is the process of identifying simultaneous sounds as coming from
distinct sources. To do this, the auditory system takes advantage of periodic sounds,
whose component frequencies are multiples of the fundamental frequency (F0). When a
subset of incoming sound is composed of frequencies that are multiples of the F0, known
as harmonics, those sounds are likely to be grouped together to form an integrated
percept of the sound (Darwin & Carlyon, 1995). In addition to harmonicity, another cue
that has been shown to indicate that sounds come from the same source is onset and
offset synchrony, referring to the tendency for sounds that start and end at the same time
to be grouped together (Bee & Micheyl, 2008). Lastly, when the amplitude envelope
modulations are correlated across the frequency spectrum, referred to as common
amplitude modulation, signal detection in noise is improved.
Sequential grouping refers to the processes by which sound objects that are extended in
time, called streams (like voices) are perceptually organized – grouped and segregated –
over time. This process is also known as streaming. Auditory objects that are perceptually
similar to one another are grouped together as one sound. Perceptual grouping is
facilitated by sound features of pure and complex tones. Some examples include acoustic
information from the temporal fine structure and envelope, (Fogerty & Humes, 2012;
Moon & Sung, 2014), rate of frequency change (Darwin, 1997), F0 differences between
competing streams (Deroche, Culling, Chatterjee, & Limb, 2014), spatial cues (Kidd,
Mason, Best, & Marrone, 2010; Marrone, Mason, & Kidd, 2008; Noble & Perrett, 2002;
Yost, 2017) and intensity differences (Oxenham, Boucher, & Kreft, 2017). Sequential
grouping is useful when processing signals that unfold or evolve over time, such as music
or speech.
Features that play a role in ASA can also be classified as bottom-up or top-down.
Bottom-up cues refer to the physical properties of a signal. Top-down cues, on the other
hand, rely on a listener’s knowledge or experience to facilitate sound segregation.
Examples of knowledge-based cues are experience with a particular accent, melody, or
voice.
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Masking refers to the occlusion of auditory objects such that they are not clearly
perceived. When competing sounds occur at the same time and at similar frequencies as a
target signal and therefore compete with the target sound for cochlear processing, it is
known as energetic masking (Brungart, 2001; Carlile, 2014; Scott & McGettigan, 2013).
Energetic masking is often produced in situations when a distractor sound has high
spectral overlap with the target sound, or is sufficiently loud that the target sound
becomes difficult to perceive (Carlile, 2014). Because spectral overlap with the target
sound is often the cause of energetic masking, the most effective energetic maskers are
wide-spectrum noise or multi-talker babble (Scott & McGettigan, 2013).
Energetic masking occurs at the auditory periphery, where signal and competing sounds
create activity at the same areas of the basilar membrane. When there is no spectral or
temporal overlap of competing sounds but the target signal is still not clearly perceived, it
is referred to as informational masking. Oftentimes, informational maskers make it
difficult for a listener to maintain attention to the target stream or object (Carlile, 2014).
One example of an informational masker is speech; it is thought that the linguistic
information in masking speech competes for processing resources with a speech target.
Informational masking is not stimulus-driven and occurs when there is competition
between target and distractor sounds at levels higher than the cochlea, creating
uncertainty about the target (Scott & McGettigan, 2013). Because there is no interference
at the basilar membrane, informational masking is presumed to occur in the central
auditory pathway (Kidd & Colburn, 2017). Consistent with this framework, release from
energetic masking can be achieved when the target or maskers are physically altered in
some way – for example, by moving them further apart. Release from informational
masking is thought to occur through higher-level processes such as grouping (Bregman,
1990).

1.3 Speech intelligibility
The term ‘speech intelligibility’ refers to the extent that a target speech signal is
understood or correctly identified by a listener. It is not only clear speech, meaning
speech produced in the absence of background noise or degradation, that is considered
intelligible. Degraded speech, such as noise-vocoded cochlear implant simulations and
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bandpass-filtered speech, is often intelligible to a listener because the speech signal
contains many redundancies (Plack, 2014), and because listeners can often use context to
infer sections of the speech signal that are occluded by competing sounds. Research has
shown that when presenting listeners with bandpass-filtered sentences with frequency
bands that were 1/3 octave wide, intelligibility reached near-ceiling (over 90%) in
conditions with a center frequency of 1100-2100 Hz (Warren, Riener, Bashford, &
Brubaker, 1995). Experimenters then presented listeners with bandpass-filtered speech
that was only 1/20 octave wide and centered at 1500 Hz, and found that intelligibility was
near 80%. Similarly, listeners can identify words with at least 50% accuracy from 3-band
or 4-band sine- or noise-vocoded sentences (Dorman, Loizou, & Rainey, 1997; Souza &
Rosen, 2009). These experiments suggest that listeners need only a fraction of a full
speech signal to report words from it.
How the brain may derive meaning from spoken sentences has been outlined as involving
a series of steps that are each influenced by top-down information (Davis & Johnsrude,
2007): (1) grouping of auditory information into a single stream, (2) segmenting speech
into meaningful units, and (3) perceptual learning mechanisms to make sense of degraded
speech. In the first step of this process, top-down schema-based mechanisms drive
perceptual organization of sound into a single stream, often overriding low-level
grouping cues. The second step, separating a continuous speech stream into discrete units
(words or morphemes), occurs through higher-order processes like word recognition.
Similar to the first step, when bottom-up cues are insufficient or unreliable due to signal
degradation, these are overridden by top-down information. The third step, perceptual
learning to make sense of degraded speech, is supported by top-down processes in which
listeners exploit linguistic cues to make sense of acoustically degraded words. When
processing a degraded speech signal, a listener can rely on linguistic knowledge and
lexical information to help predict upcoming words in a sentence. Furthermore, top-down
information is responsible for maintaining categorical perception in the face of the high
variability that occurs in speech input both within and between speakers.
The ability of the auditory system to exploit a limited subset of cues to identify words
from speech is crucial to communicate successfully in noisy environments or in situations
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where listeners hear a degraded speech signal (e.g., over the phone, through a hearing
device, etc.). In these situations, the auditory system takes advantage of a variety of
features to achieve a release from masking.
Top-down cues have also been shown to improve speech intelligibility by leveraging the
listener’s knowledge and prior experience to segregate speech streams. Some examples
are knowledge of the language of the target (Cooke, Garcia Lecumberri, & Barker, 2008),
trained familiarity with a voice (Kreitewolf, Mathias, & von Kriegstein, 2017; TyeMurray, Spehar, Sommers, & Barcroft, 2016), and natural familiarity with a voice
(Johnsrude et al., 2013; Newman & Evers, 2007; Souza, Gehani, Wright, & McCloy,
2013).
Johnsrude et al. (2013) showed that a familiar voice is more intelligible than an
unfamiliar voice when masked by another unfamiliar voice, and that a familiar masker
voice can improve the intelligibility of an unfamiliar target voice. In contrast, Newman
and Evers (2007) observed an intelligibility benefit from a familiar voice (e.g., the voice
of a university professor) when it was the target but not when it was the masker. The
differences in findings between these two studies could be due to the different
relationship between familiar voice and listener or due to task differences. Nevertheless,
an interesting question that stems from the findings of Johnsrude et al. (2013) is if the
familiar-target and familiar-masker intelligibility benefit could be replicated using more
challenging task and different types of naturally familiar voices (e.g., that of friends,
roommates, or romantic partners).

1.3.1

Speech intelligibility tasks

Speech intelligibility can be measured using a variety of tasks. Tasks in which
participants identify words that they heard from a target sentence are called open-set
tasks. Examples of open-set tasks are speech shadowing (Newman & Evers, 2007),
verbal target reporting (Freyman, Helfer, McCall, & Clifton, 1999; Huyck & Johnsrude,
2012; Zekveld, Rudner, Johnsrude, Heslenfeld, & Rönnberg, 2012), and word or sentence
transcription (Assmann, 1999; Hawley, Litovsky, & Colburn, 1999; Nygaard & Pisoni,
1998; Nygaard, Sommers, & Pisoni, 1994). The main limitation of open-set tasks is that
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they are susceptible to response bias in that participants may be more likely to report
words in conditions where they feel more confident in their response (e.g., higher SNR,
trained/familiar voice, etc). This response pattern may lead to inflated intelligibility
scores in these conditions simply because participants are more willing to guess.
Therefore, results that use these tasks may be contaminated by responses bias.
In contrast, closed-set tasks are not susceptible to this same response bias. In closed-set
tasks, listeners are required to provide a fixed number of responses from a given set of
words. A widely used closed-set task is the Coordinate-Response Measure (CRM) (Bolia,
Nelson, Ericson, & Simpson, 2000) procedure, in which sentences follow the pattern
“Ready <call sign>, go to <colour><number> now.” Listeners are instructed to select the
colour and number in the sentence that began with the target call sign, which was
provided at the start of the experiment. The CRM has been used in speech-on-speech
intelligibility tasks (Ericson, Brungart, & Simpson, 2004; Johnsrude et al., 2013; Samson
& Johnsrude, 2016), as well as speech-in-noise tasks (Brungart, 2001). However, because
the response in a CRM tasks is only two words (one colour and one number), it is
difficult to determine if a participant is truly streaming the target sentence from the
masker or if a participant is simply remembering the colour and number from the target
and maskers, and selecting the words that matched the voice that said the target name.
One way to distinguish between these two possibilities is by using a closed-set task in
which participants have to recognize more words than the CRM from a greater number of
options. An example of a more challenging procedure that fulfills these requirements is
the Boston University Gerald (BUG) closed-set task (Kidd, Best, & Mason, 2008), which
uses sentences that follow the pattern, “<Name> <verb> <number> <verb> <noun>”. The
target is identified by the Name word, and participants are required to identify the
remaining four words in the sentence out of a possible eight options each.
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Table 1. The Boston University Gerald task. Sentences were constructed using one
word from each column.
Name
Bob
Pat

Verb
bought
found
gave
held
lost
saw
sold
took

Number
two
three
four
five
six
eight
nine
ten

Adjective
big
blue
cold
hot
old
new
red
small

Noun
bags
cards
gloves
hats
pens
shoes
socks
toys

Using the BUG task, it likely becomes too difficult to hold all words from the target and
masker sentences in memory and remember the voices that spoke each Name word to
report the target words at the end of the trial. In other words, a task like the BUG has a
higher memory load, and so may provide a closer approximation of naturalistic listening
than does the CRM task.

1.4 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
fMRI is an imaging technique that is widely used to investigate human brain function and
organization, and how these relate to neuroanatomy. fMRI involves the excitation of
hydrogen nuclei by a radiofrequency pulse, and a magnetic field gradient to localize the
excitation. After this period of excitation, nuclei return to their original state following a
time-decay of T1 (for magnetization in the same longitudinal direction as the magnetic
field) and T2 (for magnetization transverse to the magnetic field). Different tissues can be
seen clearly depending on whether the acquired image is weighted to show contrast based
on T1 or T2 signal. For T1-weighted images, tissues that contain fat appear brighter, but
for T2-weighted images, tissues that contain water appear brighter. If inhomogeneities
are present in the magnetic field, nuclei undergo relaxation following a time-decay of
T2* (or ‘effective T2’).
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Neural activity is indirectly measured using the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD)
fMRI signal. The BOLD contrast is based on changes in the relative concentrations of
oxygenated and deoxygenated blood (Logothetis & Wandell, 2004). Oxygen supply is
coupled through a complex process to neural activity, therefore BOLD reflects neural
responses to a stimulus (Logothetis, Pauls, Augath, Trinath, & Oeltermann, 2002). The
vascular system overcompensates for the increased oxygen demand by increasing the
amount of oxygenated hemoglobin compared to deoxygenated hemoglobin in a local
region. Areas with high levels of oxyhemoglobin produce a higher signal than areas with
low oxyhemoglobin (Amaro & Barker, 2006).
Traditional fMRI analyses determine which brain regions are involved in processing
various perceptual stimuli or experimental tasks by examining the relationship between
cognitive functions and individual voxel activity (Norman, Polyn, Detre, & Haxby,
2006). This type of analysis considers differences in activity of many voxels, but each
voxel is considered individually. This approach is an extension of the general linear
model and accounts for physiological noise as well as correlations that arise due to
temporal smoothing. Common methods of comparing activity between different
conditions include subtraction, where there is an assumption that two conditions can be
cognitively added and that there are no interaction between the two conditions; or
parametric, in which it is assumed that the load on a particular cognitive function (such as
working memory) can be increased or decreased without modifying the nature of the
function itself; and conjunction, where commonalities between different conditions can
be used to identify brain regions involved in a particular cognitive process (Amaro &
Barker, 2006).
For auditory research, it is common to use a sparse-sampling fMRI design, in which there
are silent periods between volume acquisitions. During the silent period, auditory stimuli
is presented to the participant without scanner noise (Hall et al., 1999). However, sparse
imaging only provides a single measure of the hemodynamic response for each trial. If
the volume acquisition time is incorrectly estimated, the peak hemodynamic response
will not be captured. A method that overcomes this limitation is interleaved silent steady
state (ISSS) imaging, which maintains longitudinal magnetization during volume
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acquisition by applying excitation pulses during the silent period, thus avoiding T1-signal
decay (Schwarzbauer, Davis, Rodd, & Johnsrude, 2005). ISSS imaging allows for the
acquisition of multiple volumes, thus increasing the likelihood of capturing the peak
hemodynamic response.

1.4.1

What are the advantages of fMRI?

fMRI is an invaluable tool in cognitive neuroscience research because it overcomes many
limitations of other methods. First, fMRI allows researchers to measure neural activity
with high spatial resolution, which increases with magnetic field strength (Logothetis,
2008). However, because fMRI measures BOLD signal change, which is quite slow, its
temporal resolution is lower than that of other methods such as EEG. For auditory
stimuli, BOLD signal peaks about 4-5 seconds after stimulus onset, and returns to
baseline about 9-12 seconds after stimulus onset (Hall et al., 2000). Second, fMRI poses
very little risk to participants (in comparison to PET or X-ray, for example) as
participants do not need to ingest contrast agents and does not use radiation. Therefore,
the same brains can be studied over several experiments and sessions without harming
the participant (Logothetis et al., 2002), and fMRI can be used to track changes in brain
anatomy and function over time. Third, MRI allows researchers to take both anatomical
and functional images of the brain, whereas alternative methods such as EEG can only
measure functional activity. Lastly, fMRI allows the researcher to observe activity
throughout the entire brain compared to EEG or functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS), which are most sensitive to activity on the cortical surface.

1.5 How is sound represented in the brain?
Rauschecker and Tian (2000) proposed a framework for higher order auditory pathways
in rhesus monkeys that share commonalities with the visual spatial and non-spatial
processing models. In this model, the anteroventral “what” stream originates in the
anterior lateral temporal lobe and projects to the orbitofrontal cortex and is critical in
processing species-specific vocalizations. In contrast, the posterodorsal “where” stream is
involved in processing spatial information and originates in the caudal lateral temporal
lobe (a similar area to the posterior STG in humans) and projects to the posterior parietal
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and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. More recently, this framework was tested in humans to
determine the extent of dissociation between areas involved in sound localization
(“where”) and sound identification (“what”) (Zündorf, Lewald, & Karnath, 2016).
Consistent with previous findings of Rauschecker & Tian (2000), researchers found that
posterior STG, left and right IPL, posterior parietal cortex, and the superior frontal sulcus
are involved in spatial tasks (Arnott, Binns, Grady, & Alain, 2004; Barrett & Hall, 2006;
Mathiak et al., 2007; Shiell, Hausfeld, & Formisano, 2018; J. D. Warren & Griffiths,
2003). In contrast, the anterior temporal cortex, IFG, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and
intraparietal sulcus are involved in sound identification (Bethmann, Scheich, &
Brechmann, 2012; Maeder et al., 2001; Mathiak et al., 2007; Relander & Rämä, 2009;
Stevens, 2004). Zundorf et al (2016) also identified an area critical to both sound
localization and identification: the posterior superior IFG (BA 44).
A meta-analysis of human fMRI research (Arnott et al., 2004) supported and extended
the initial results of Rauschecker & Tian (2000). Human IPL activity was present in tasks
that involve evaluating the location of a sound source (Alain, Arnott, Hevenor, Graham,
& Grady, 2001; Griffiths et al., 1998; Maeder et al., 2001). The superior frontal sulcus
and posterior areas of the temporal cortex were also found to be involved in spatial tasks
involving sound, but were not reported in every auditory spatial study included in the
meta-analysis. In contrast, the anterior temporal lobe and IFG had little involvement with
auditory spatial processing, but are active during nonspatial tasks. These findings differ
from those of Zundorf et al. (2016), who found that IFG is involved in both sound
localization and identification, and of other studies that found that the IFG is involved in
sound localization (Lewald & Getzmann, 2011; Lewald, Riederer, Lentz, & Meister,
2008) and sound motion perception (Hart, Palmer, & Hall, 2004), indicating that the IFG
has some involvement in spatial processing.
Belin and Zatorre (2000) proposed a modified version of the auditory dual-pathway
model that is analogous to one proposed for the visual domain (Goodale & Milner, 1992;
Mishkin, Ungerleider, & Macko, 1983). In this model, the ventral stream is involved in
sound recognition and identification, but the dorsal pathway is involved in analyzing
spectral dynamics (analogous to visual spatial motion) to perceive the evolution of sound
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over time. This dorsal pathway has been named the ‘how’ stream, and is responsible for
processing the verbal content of speech and the melody of music. While the authors did
not account for a distinct ‘where’ pathway, areas involved in the ‘how’ pathway may also
be responsible for processing auditory spatial information.
Spatial information, specifically ITDs and ILDs, are initially processed in the brainstem.
ITD information is carried up the afferent pathway from the auditory nerve fiber and is
passed onto the medial superior olive (MSO) (Tollin & Yin, 2009). The MSO contains
neurons that identify the time of sound occurrence at each ear. ILD information is also
processed in the afferent auditory pathway, primarily by the lateral superior olive (LSO),
which receives excitatory input from the ipsilateral anteroventral cochlear nucleus and
inhibitory input from the contralateral medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (Tollin &
Yin, 2009). The LSO computes differences in ipsilateral and contralateral input and
produces action potentials whose firing rate is directly proportional to the sound level.
From the LSO, ILD information is passed on to the inferior colliculus (IC) which
receives excitatory input from the contralateral ear and inhibitory input from the
ipsilateral ear (Brainard, 1994).

1.5.1

Neural correlates of speech processing

Speech processing areas have been found to partially overlap with both the “what”
pathway and the “where” pathway (Boldt et al., 2013). Pathways for speech and language
processing are similar to, but ultimately distinct from, the broader auditory “what” and
“where” model. The dual-stream model of speech processing (Hickok & Poeppel, 2000;
Hickok & Poeppel, 2007) argues that the ventral stream, involving middle and superior
portions of the temporal lobe, processes speech signals for recognition and
comprehension. The ventral stream represents different aspects of the speech signal, such
as phonemes, syllabic structure, word forms, as well as syntactical and semantic
information. In contrast, the dorsal stream, bounded by the posterior frontal lobe and
posterior dorsal-most aspect of the temporal lobe and parietal operculum, is responsible
for integrating auditory and motor information involved in speech perception and
production. The dorsal stream integrates auditory-motor information across two levels:
speech segments, and sequences of speech segments. Scott and Johnsrude (2003) provide
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support for this account by reporting that the anterior system (involving auditory belt,
parabelt, anterior STS, and ventro- and dorso-lateral frontal cortex) may play a role in
mapping acoustic-phonetic cues and using those cues in accessing relevant lexical
information, whereas the posterior system (involving posterior auditory belt, parabelt,
posterior STS, parietal cortex, and ventro- and dorso-lateral frontal cortex) may form
articulatory-gestural representations of motor speech.
A newer model by Rauschecker and Scott (2009), based on research on nonhuman
primates, builds on the dual-stream model of Hickok and Poeppel (2000, 2007) but
extends beyond speech processing. In their model, the antero-ventral stream is
responsible for sound identification, perceptual invariance, and speech and voice
perception. The postero-dorsal stream is also involved in speech and music perception,
including processing of spatial information. Further, this model accounts for articulation
and speech production processes differently than Hickok and Poeppel (2000, 2007).
During forward-mapping, sound information is thought to be decoded in the anteroventral stream (i.e., anterior temporal lobe and IFG), and is passed to the premotor cortex
where articulatory representations are formed. When information is passed in the reverse
direction, called inverse mapping, the IPL is thought to create predictive motor signals
that affect articulatory representations in the prefrontal cortex and premotor cortex.
Scott, Blank, Rosen, and Wise (2000) used PET to characterize a neural pathway for
intelligible speech involving the left temporal lobe. In this experiment, researchers
presented listeners with four types of stimuli: (1) natural unprocessed speech, (2)
intelligible noise-vocoded speech, (3) rotated speech which contains similar spectral and
temporal properties of natural speech but is unintelligible unless the listener has
undergone weeks of extensive training, and (4) rotated noise-vocoded speech which is
not speech-like and is completely unintelligible regardless of training. Participants were
asked to estimate how much of the sentence they had heard. Results were that areas of the
left STG which are lateral and anterior to the primary auditory cortex, and posterior STS
were activated by the presence of phonetic cues present in speech, noise-vocoded speech,
and rotated speech. However, the anterior left STS was only activated by intelligible
signals (e.g., speech and noise-vocoded). This experiment was later followed-up using
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fMRI (Narain et al., 2003) and intelligible speech was lateralized to the posterior left
STS.
Intelligibility of normal speech, noise-segmented speech, noise-vocoded speech, and
speech in noise were compared and BOLD response was positively correlated with
activation in the left superior and middle temporal gyri (Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Wild,
Davis, & Johnsrude, 2012; Wild, Yusuf, et al., 2012). Homologous areas in the right
temporal lobe also showed activation to intelligible speech, but to a lesser extent. Further,
intelligible speech also correlated with activity in the left hippocampal complex and left
IFG.
Instead of using noise-vocoded or spectrally rotated speech, Zekveld, Heslenfeld, Festen,
and Schoonhoven (2006) manipulated intelligibility by presenting speech at various
signal to noise ratios (SNRs) to identify regions where intelligible and unintelligible
speech are processed. Researchers found that bilateral anterior and posterior temporal
brain regions and Broca’s area in the left IFG are significantly more activated when
listening to intelligible speech compared to unintelligible speech. In contrast, the pars
opercularis in the left IFG is activated more when listening to unintelligible speech
compared to intelligible speech.
A review characterizing neural correlates of masked speech (Scott & McGettigan, 2013)
concluded that areas that are recruited in processing masked speech vary according to the
masker type and task. Activation was strongest in the left and right dorsolateral temporal
lobes for speech-in-speech stimuli compared to speech-in-noise. The opposite contrast
(speech-in-noise > speech-in-speech) revealed activation in posterior parietal cortex and
left dorsal prefrontal cortex.
One aim of this thesis is to extend this line of research by identifying regions of the brain
that are involved in processing intelligible speech using another cue shown to improve
intelligibility: voice familiarity.
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1.6 Voice familiarity vs. talker normalization
Familiarity with a voice involves knowledge of its acoustic properties. Voice recognition
has been suggested to rely on a set of acoustic features like fundamental frequency and
the first formant (Baumann & Belin, 2010). Manipulating formant spacing has been
shown to adversely affect a listener’s ability to recognize a familiar voice, but does not
appear to affect intelligibility as much (Holmes, Domingo, & Johnsrude, 2018). Familiarvoice recognition may occur through learning acoustic patterns that are formed from
averaging multiple utterances of a single speaker to form a speech prototype (Fontaine,
Love, & Latinus, 2017). Therefore, if a listener is exposed to a wide variety of utterances
in terms of prosody, affect, and linguistic content, the speech prototype developed will be
more flexible than one formed from limited input. When a speech prototype is formed,
incoming speech is then compared to it to determine if it was produced by a familiar
talker.
Recognition of familiar voices is different to the process of talker normalization, in which
speech processing areas recalibrate when listening to speech from a new talker to resolve
acoustic-phonetic ambiguities (Wong, Nusbaum, & Small, 2004). In this thesis, I am
interested in investigating the intelligibility effects and cortical areas associated with
personally familiar voices.
Neural responses to familiarity with various stimuli has been studied in vision (Gobbini
& Haxby, 2006, 2007; Platek & Kemp, 2009), in audition (Gainotti, 2011; Maguinness,
Roswandowitz, & von Kriegstein, 2018; Nakamura et al., 2001; Naoi et al., 2012; von
Kriegstein & Giraud, 2006; von Kriegstein, Kleinschmidt, Sterzer, & Giraud, 2005), and
in person recognition (Biederman et al., 2018; Blank, Wieland, & Von Kriegstein, 2014;
Shah et al., 2001). Despite this, the mental representations of familiar stimuli appear to be
poorly understood. Gobbini & Haxby (2007) suggest that familiar face recognition
involves the spontaneous retrieval of semantic and personal information related to the
individual as well as an emotional response evoked from seeing a familiar person’s face.
In a familiarity comparison including participants’ own faces, Platek & Kemp (2009)
compared neural responses to different types of familiar faces (e.g., friends, relatives, and
own face) and found that faces of relatives activated areas associated with self-
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recognition, suggesting that familiarity and recognition of an individual involves selfreferent comparisons. While the current thesis does not investigate the mental
representations that are involved in listening to a personally familiar voice, it is possible
that familiar voice stimuli may involve representations that are somewhat similar to those
for familiar faces.

1.7 Voice perception
1.7.1

Voices and person recognition

Person recognition is cognitively challenging task, involving both physical and semantic
information about an individual. When recognizing a familiar person, faces and voices
are directly linked to one another, but faces and names are not (O’Mahony & Newell,
2012). In this study, participants were given name-, face-, and voice-information of
different actors. They were then asked to give explicit familiarity judgements when
presented with faces, voices, or names. The results revealed that when presented with
congruent information, participants were significantly faster to recognize face-voice pairs
than face-name pairs. These results suggest that faces and voices are integrated with one
another for person recognition purposes, but that faces and names are not integrated.
Findings from this study may account for how people can become accustomed to the
faces or voices of people about whom we have no semantic information.
Human fMRI research provides support for O’Mahony and Newell’s account (2012) that
supports direct connections between face and voice information before the person
recognition step (Blank, Anwander, & von Kriegstein, 2011). Researchers show that
face- and voice-sensitive regions of the brain (right fusiform face area (FFA) and right
STS, respectively) are structurally connected to each other. Specifically, the FFA has
stronger connections with the anterior and middle STS compared to the posterior STS.

1.7.2

Voice discrimination and recognition are separate processes

The ability to recognize a voice as being either familiar or unfamiliar, and the ability to
discriminate between unfamiliar voices, are controlled by separate mechanisms (D. Van
Lancker & Kreiman, 1987). In this study, participants with left-lateralized lesions, right-
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lateralized lesions, and healthy controls were compared in their ability to recognize
famous voices and discriminate between unfamiliar voices. Healthy controls
demonstrated an ability for both voice recognition and voice discrimination, but
performance in both tasks were only weakly correlated. Further, participants with right
hemisphere lesions showed impaired recognition abilities, and participants with either
right or left hemisphere lesions showed impaired discrimination abilities. Importantly,
some participants who showed impaired recognition were not necessarily impaired in
discrimination, and vice versa. This was reinforced by a case series (Van Lancker,
Cummings, Kreiman, & Dobkin, 1988) of six participants with lesions is temporal or
parietal regions. Results of this study suggested that voice recognition and discrimination
are tentatively mediated by separate anatomical structures. Specifically, voice recognition
deficits appear to be associated with right parietal and temporoparietal regions. Voice
discrimination deficits appeared to be associated with right or left temporal lobe lesions.
These findings lend further support to the idea that recognition and discrimination are
unique processes.

1.7.3

Neural substrates of voice processing

Researchers have identified areas in the right and left STS that show greater brain activity
when listening to vocal sounds compared to non-vocal sounds (Belin, Zatorre, Lafaille,
Ahad, & Pike, 2000). These ‘temporal voice areas’ (TVAs) were characterized in greater
detail by Pernet et al. (2015). Brain areas that show strong voice>non-voice activation
have been classified into three ‘voice patches’ in each temporal lobe: the posterior TVA
(right middle/posterior STS), the middle TVA (middle STG/STS), and anterior TVA
(anterior STS). The right posterior STS was shown to have the strongest peak activation
to vocal sounds compared to non-vocal sounds. The location of TVAs greatly overlaps
with identified speech-processing regions, particularly in the left STS (Davis &
Johnsrude, 2003; Narain et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2000; Wild, Davis, et al., 2012; Wild,
Yusuf, et al., 2012).
Three bilateral voice-processing areas in the prefrontal cortex, called the Frontal Voice
Areas (FVAs) have also been identified (Aglieri, Chaminade, Takerkart, & Belin, 2018)
in the left and right IFG (anterior and middle FVAs), left postcentral gyrus (left posterior
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FVA), and right precentral gyrus (right posterior FVA). Aglieri et al. (2018) showed that
the FVAs are functionally connected to the TVAs. Further, frontal connectivity with
anterior and posterior FVAs in the right hemisphere was shown to be correlated with
behavioural results of voice recognition. In other words, participants who demonstrate
good voice recognition performance have higher functional connectivity between anterior
and posterior FVAs.

Figure 1. Temporal voice areas (TVAs) and frontal voice areas (FVAs). Figure taken
from Aglieri et al. (2018).
The IFG has been thought to be part of the extended face perception network (Fox, Iaria,
& Barton, 2009), and shows stronger activation to photographs of emotional faces and
famous faces, compared to line drawings of faces (Ishai, Schmidt, & Boesiger, 2005).
Taken together with the IFG’s role in voice processing, it is possible that the IFG is
implicated in person recognition processes in general. These findings complement
O’Mahony and Newell’s (2012) theory that face and voice information are well
integrated with one another in person recognition tasks.
Clinical studies have investigated the neural correlates of phonagnosia, or the inability to
individuate people on the basis of their voice. In a case study of a 20-year-old female
with no known neurological injuries (Herald, Xu, Biederman, Amir, & Shilowich, 2014),
significant behavioural deficits in identifying a familiar celebrity from a 7 second voice
clip compared to controls were noted. In a sound-imagination task, the subject was able
to imagine non-speech sounds, but not able to imagine the voices of familiar individuals.
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In the same task, the subject showed decreased precuneus activation and no activation in
the ventromedial prefrontal cortex compared to controls.

1.8 Are familiar and unfamiliar voices represented
differently?
Studies investigating neural correlates of familiar and unfamiliar voice recognition have
produced mixed results. Stronger neural activation in response to familiar compared to
unfamiliar voices has been found in the anterior right STS and right temporal poles
(Mathiak et al., 2007; Nakamura et al., 2001; von Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004; von
Kriegstein et al., 2005), in the anterior temporal lobe and posterior bilateral STS
(Bethmann et al., 2012), and in the left MTG (Birkett et al., 2007). Further, previous
studies have also found decreased activation in response to familiar voices compared to
novel voices in the posterior right STG (von Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004; Zäske, Awwad
Shiekh Hasan, & Belin, 2017).
The discrepancies may be attributed to differences in type of familiarity. Some of the
studies used personally familiar voices (i.e., that of a colleague or friend) (Birkett et al.,
2007; Nakamura et al., 2001; von Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004; von Kriegstein et al.,
2005). Others familiarized participants with originally novel voices through prior training
(Zäske et al., 2017), and others used voices of famous people (Bethmann et al., 2012).
Perhaps these different types of familiarity result in differences in how these voices are
encoded and represented and therefore elicit activation in different areas of the temporal
lobe.
Furthermore, many of the experiments discussed above also varied in task. Specifically,
Zaske et al. (2017) trained participants on a specific voice, and then presented
participants with either the familiarized voices or novel voices. Participants were
instructed to indicate whether the voice was ‘old’ (i.e., familiar) or ‘new’ (i.e,.
unfamiliar). Nakamura et al. (2001), and Birkett et al. (2007) presented listeners with the
voice of either a personally familiar voice or an unfamiliar voice. Participants were
required to provide a button-press response to indicate whether or not they know the
person the voice belonged to. Bethmann et al. (2012) also required participants to
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indicate familiarity or unfamiliarity with a stimulus voice, but also had participants name
the talker (if they were able to) and provide brief descriptions of the talker such as
biography or physical attributes.
Although areas involved in familiar voice recognition have been identified, one aspect of
familiar-voice processing that remains unknown is how the brain is organized to exploit
familiar-voice cues to enhance intelligibility in noisy conditions. The current thesis aims
to address this question.

1.9 Spatial release from masking
Spatial release from masking (SRM) is defined as the improvement (decrease) in the
speech reception threshold (SRT) when listening to spatially separated target and masker
compared to when they are at the same position (collocated). Spatial separations can be
created physically by presenting stimuli in free-field or virtually by using head-related
transfer functions (HRTFs).
Release from masking can be measured and in a variety of different ways. Many studies
have used an adaptive method (Levitt, 1971) to adjust target-to-masker ratio (TMR) in
order to obtain a predefined performance threshold (Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1992; Marrone
et al., 2008). However, the TMRs between participants could differ greatly, and
participants may be able to predict the TMR of the next trial. An alternative method is to
test participants under the same conditions, and comparing the improvement in
intelligibility scores. After obtaining the improvement in intelligibility, performance can
then be equated in terms of other measures, such as TMR in dB (Johnsrude et al., 2013;
Yost, 2017) or spatial separations.

1.9.1

Sound localization cues

When listening to sounds that originate along the horizontal plane, we take advantage of
binaural cues such as interaural time differences (ITDs) and interaural level differences
(ILDs). ITDs refer to the differences in time of sound arrival in each ear. These
differences in time of arrival enable us to detect the direction a sound is coming from. For
example, if a sound is coming from the left side of a listener, the sound will arrive at the
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left ear before the right ear. Conversely, if a sound is coming directly in front or behind a
listener, then the sound will arrive at both ears at the same time, and the ITD in this case
is equal to zero. The range of ITDs for a given listener is determined by the diameter of
the listener's head. A listener with a larger head will have a larger range of ITDs because
the sound has a greater distance to travel to reach the farther ear, making this cue more
useful. Listeners weigh ITDs most heavily when presented with low-frequency sounds:
ITD is the most important cue in localizing low-frequency sounds (Wightman & Kistler,
1992). ITD cues are most effective at localizing low-frequency sounds because there is
less phase ambiguity (Plack, 2014).
ILDs refer to the differences in amplitude of a sound in each ear. Like ITDs, ILDs also
depend on the sound's frequency and location. A high-frequency sound will be subject to
acoustic shadowing, since high frequency sounds bend less than low frequency sounds.
Whereas low frequency sounds from the side bend around the head so that they are nearly
as intense at the far ear, high frequency sounds do not, and so have a lower amplitude at
the far ear. Typically, sounds of a frequency equal to or less than the diameter of the head
will experience more shadowing, making ILDs a useful cue in localizing high-frequency
sounds.
To locate sounds in the vertical plane, we can take advantage of spectral shape cues that
result from how sound is reflected in the folds of our pinnae. These reflections vary based
on location and frequency of the sound.
Spatial separations can be created by playing sounds from different sources in free field
or by virtually spatially separating them using HRTFs. HRTFs are a set of measurements
that estimate the acoustic filtering of a free field sound by the head, torso, and pinna
(Cheng & Wakefield, 1999). Because sound is filtered according to the size and shape of
a person’s head, torso, and pinna, HRTFs are unique to each person. However, many
studies use HRTFs measured from a Knowles Electronics Mannequin for Acoustic
Research (KEMAR) head (Gardner & Martin, 1995; Zhang, Zhang, Kennedy, &
Abhayapala, 2009) at various azimuths (e.g., Best, Gallun, Ihlefeld, & ShinnCunningham, 2006; Best, Mason, Swaminathan, Roverud, & Kidd, 2017; Bolia, Nelson,
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& Morley, 2001; Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1988; Douglas S Brungart & Iyer, 2012; Lorenzi,
Gatehouse, & Lever, 1999).
The areas of the brain that are responsible for sound localization and other spatial
processes have been identified, yet it remains unknown these same areas are also
implicated in improving intelligibility by producing SRM.

1.10 Objectives of the current project
The overarching goal of this thesis is to develop a clearer understanding of the familiarvoice benefit. This thesis aims to replicate and extend the findings of Johnsrude et al.
(2013), in which researchers showed that the voice of a long-term spouse enhanced
intelligibility when the familiar voice is either the target or the masker, and to compare
this benefit to that afforded by spatial release from masking.
In the first experiment of this thesis, I will investigate whether the familiar-target and
familiar-masker benefits discussed in Johnsrude et al. (2013) persists in a more
challenging matrix task, and whether pairs of participants who are less naturally familiar
than long-term spouses (such as friends, roommates, etc.) demonstrate a comparable
familiar-voice benefit. Studies using trained familiar voices have observed considerable
familiar-target benefits from four training sessions of 90 minutes each (Kreitewolf et al.,
2017). Therefore, I hypothesize pairs of friends and roommates who have known each
other for at least six months will demonstrate a familiar-target benefit. However, because
I will use a more challenging closed-set intelligibility task compared to the CRM, I
hypothesize that the familiar-masker benefit observed in Johnsrude et al. (2013) may not
be replicated.
In the second experiment, I aim to further characterize the familiar-voice benefit to
intelligibility in terms of a well-studied auditory cue: spatially separated simultaneous
speech streams. The voice of a spouse produces an intelligibility benefit equivalent to 6-9
dB (Johnsrude et al., 2013) and spatial separations of ±90° produce an intelligibility
benefit of 4 dB (Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1992), 6 dB (Yost, 2017), and 12 dB (Marrone et
al., 2008). Therefore, I hypothesize that familiar voices will produce an intelligibility
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benefit that is comparable to that produced by large spatial separations, in the same
group.
Lastly, both familiar voices and spatial separations create large improvements to
intelligibility compared to unfamiliar or spatially collocated speech (i.e., two possibly
different kinds of release from masking). I will identify and compare brain areas
involved in processing each of these cues. I will determine the degree to which the neural
pathways involved in producing a familiar-voice benefit to intelligibility are similar to
those underlying spatial release from masking. Because both cues improve intelligibility,
I hypothesize that both cues will activate intelligibility areas in the superior and middle
temporal lobe. I also hypothesize that each cue will have distinct neural substrates.
Specifically, I hypothesize that familiar voices will activate frontal regions, specifically
the IFG, that has been shown to be part of the ‘what’ pathway and is one of the frontal
voice areas. Spatial separations will activate parietal regions that are part of the ‘where’
pathway and have been shown to be active in spatial listening tasks, such as the IPL and
precuneus.
Taken together, these experiments will advance current knowledge of familiar voices and
how they contribute to improving speech intelligibility.
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Chapter 2

2

Improvements to intelligibility from voices of spouses
and friends do not differ to each other

2.1 Introduction
Verbal communication frequently occurs in listening environments in which multiple
sounds occur simultaneously, such as in the presence of competing talkers. To understand
speech in these “cocktail party” environments, we must be able to separate these
simultaneous sounds and attend to the target speech (Cherry, 1953). In favorable listening
conditions, such as those with minimal background noise, listeners with normal hearing
can segregate a voice from a mixture of sounds in order to successfully carry on a
conversation. In more challenging situations—such as when competing sounds are more
intense than target speech, when there are several simultaneous talkers, or when listeners
have hearing impairment—intelligibility of target speech is poorer (Brungart, 2001;
Dubno, Dirks, & Morgan, 1984; Glyde et al., 2015; Van Engen & Bradlow, 2007),
perhaps reflecting difficulty communicating in real-life settings with similar acoustic
conditions.
Experience with a talker’s voice improves the intelligibility of speech when competing
sounds are present (e.g., Gass & Varonis, 1984; Holmes, Domingo, & Johnsrude, 2018;
Johnsrude et al., 2013; Kreitewolf, Mathias, & von Kriegstein, 2017; Newman & Evers,
2007; Nygaard, Sommers, & Pisoni, 1994; Souza, Gehani, Wright, & McCloy, 2013;
Yonan & Sommers, 2000). In the earliest studies that showed this intelligibility benefit
for familiar voices (Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Nygaard et al., 1994) and in a more recent
study (Kreitewolf et al., 2017), participants were trained in the lab with novel voices.
Although these studies demonstrate that experience with a talker’s voice improves speech
intelligibility, they might underestimate the extent to which a naturally familiar voice can
enhance intelligibility: Unlike trained voices, listeners experience naturally familiar
voices in a variety of acoustic settings with different masking sounds and hear them over
longer periods of time; across several months or years.
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Johnsrude et al. (2013) examined the speech intelligibility benefit for naturally familiar
voices with which listeners had extensive experience: that of a long-term spouse that the
listener had been married to for more than 18 years. First, all participants recorded
sentences from the Coordinate-Response Measure (CRM; Bolia, Nelson, Ericson, &
Simpson, 2000) matrix test, which is a closed-set test often used in multi-talker
intelligibility research (e.g., Best, Thompson, Mason, & Kidd, 2013; Brungart, Simpson,
Ericson, & Scott, 2001; Kitterick, Bailey, & Summerfield, 2010; Mesgarani & Chang,
2012) and contains sentences in the form “Ready <call sign>, go to <colour> <number>
now” (e.g., “Ready Baron go to red two now”). In the listening part of the study,
participants heard two CRM sentences simultaneously and reported the colour-number
coordinate spoken by the voice that said the callsign “Baron”. Intelligibility of the target
was better when either the target (familiar-target condition) or masker (familiar-masker
condition) were in the spouse’s voice than when both voices were unfamiliar (baseline
condition).
Since a benefit of familiarity was observed even when the familiar voice was not the
focus of attention (i.e. in the familiar-masker condition), Johnsrude et al. (2013)
concluded that the benefit of a familiar voice probably arises because voice familiarity
facilitates stream segregation. The alternative explanation, that voice familiarity merely
facilitates extraction of a familiar voice from a mixture, is only possible if the voice to be
extracted (i.e., that which matches a mental ‘template’ generated by previous exposure to
the talker) is the focus of attention (Bregman, 1990). Another possibility is that listeners
track and remember the color and number from both the target and masker voice, and the
familiar voice indicates which pair to report. Interestingly, the intelligibility benefit
derived from a familiar masker voice (familiar-masker benefit) in Johnsrude et al. (2013)
was driven by younger listeners (aged 59 years and below): in general, the majority of
errors on this task were words from the masker sentence, but younger listeners were less
likely than older ones to mistake the masker voice for the target when the masker was
their spouse (familiar-masker condition) than when the masker was also unfamiliar
(baseline condition).
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In contrast, Newman and Evers (2007) found a speech intelligibility benefit when a
naturally familiar voice was the target but not when it was the masker. In this experiment,
young participants were asked to shadow stories or isolated words spoken by their
psychology professor. At the same time, they heard a story spoken by a different person
who was unfamiliar to all participants. Participants who had taken classes with the
professor made fewer shadowing errors than participants who had taken classes with a
different professor. However, in a follow-up experiment in which the professor’s voice
was presented as the masker, and participants had to shadow the unfamiliar voice, there
was no difference in the number of errors between participants who were and those who
were not familiar with the professor’s voice.
One possible reason why Johnsrude et al. (2013) observed a familiar-masker benefit and
Newman and Evers (2007) did not is that the professor’s voice was not as familiar as the
spouses’ voices in Johnsrude et al. (2013). Perhaps only a highly familiar voice that has
personal significance (such as that of a spouse) can aid perceptual organization and
improve intelligibility when it is the masker. Perhaps a professor’s voice, only
encountered in a formal setting during classroom lectures, can be picked out of a mixture
when it is attended but is not familiar enough to aid perceptual organization and thereby
improve performance when it is the masker.
In addition, the CRM task used in Johnsrude et al. (2013) has different psychometric
properties to the non-matrix tasks such as those used in Newman and Evers (2007), Levi,
Winters, and Pisoni, (2011), Nygaard and Pisoni (1998), and Nygaard et al., (1994), in
which participants were asked to transcribe the words they heard. If participants were
more willing to guess words they were unsure of when the target voice was familiar, they
would report more words overall when the target was familiar, leading to a higher score
because a subset (even if only a small, semantically predictable, subset) of these guesses
would be correct, whereas not reporting any of those words would always be counted as
incorrect. One advantage of the CRM task is that listeners select exactly the same number
of words from a fixed list on each trial, meaning that differences in performance between
trials containing familiar and unfamiliar voices cannot be explained by a difference in
bias (i.e., willingness to guess when uncertain).
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Nevertheless, a limitation of the CRM task is that listeners only need to report the color
and number key words of the target (e.g., “green six”), rather than every word from the
target sentence. Typically, the listener reports what they heard by pressing the correctly
coloured digit (e.g., the green “6” button) from a matrix of coloured digits presented on
the screen. In the Johnsrude et al. (2013) experiment, with only a single masking talker,
the listener may have been able to attend to the two colour-number pairs, then
retrospectively select the correct coloured digit based on the target callsign voice.
One aim of the current experiment was to determine whether the familiar-target and
familiar-masker benefits could be replicated using a different closed-set task that requires
participants to report every word in an utterance. I used the sentences of the Boston
University Gerald (BUG) (Kidd et al., 2008, which each contain five words (“<Name>
<verb> <number> <adjective> <noun>”). The first (Name) word specifies the target
sentence and participants report the remaining four words from that sentence. With a twotalker mixture, if they were to attend to the mixture and select the words that matched the
callsign voice, they would have to remember eight items (plus keep track of which voice
said the target name), which is much more difficult than remembering two colour-number
pairs in the CRM task. Given that Johnsrude et al. (2013) found that the magnitude of the
familiar-voice benefit depended on the TMR, I presented the stimuli at four different
TMRs: -6, -3, 0, and 3 dB.
Another aim of the current study was to examine whether the magnitude of the familiarvoice benefit to intelligibility differs depending on the duration of the relationship. To
investigate the length of the relationship, I compared a group of people who heard the
voice of their spouse (highly familiar) with a group who heard the voice of a friend (less
familiar). In addition, I explored whether within-group differences in relationship
duration systematically affect the magnitude of the familiarity benefit. Possibly, the
familiar-voice benefit improves gradually with longer durations of knowing someone—
and spouses, which are known on average for longer than friends, may provide a greater
benefit to intelligibility.
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We had a wide age range in the spouse group, so to investigate effects of age, I split the
spouse group into older and younger adults. The reason for dividing the spouse group
was that older adults have poorer speech comprehension performance than younger
adults (Helfer & Freyman, 2008; Tun, O’Kane, & Wingfield, 2002) and this could affect
the benefit that listeners get from a familiar voice. Further, I examined whether age
affected accuracy differently in each condition. Johnsrude et al. (2013) found that
younger participants (aged 44-59 years old) were less likely to report words spoken by a
familiar masker voice compared to older participants (aged 60+ years old).

2.2 Method
2.2.1

Participants

Participants were 68 individuals, recruited in pairs. I recruited 16 pairs who were married
(16 males, 16 females; “Spouses group”) and were aged 28–82 years (median = 59.5
years, interquartile range [IQR] = 33.0). I also recruited 18 pairs of friends (11 males, 25
females; “Friends group”) who were aged 18–25 years (median = 21 years, IQR = 3.5
years). Of these 18 pairs, 11 pairs were friends or roommates, five pairs were romantic
couples, and two pairs were siblings. One couple from the spouse group and three pairs
from the friend group (including two romantic couples) did not complete the experiment,
which required multiple visits. The data from the remaining 60 individuals were
analyzed.
I administered a questionnaire that asked about the length of time participants had known
each other or had been married. This questionnaire was completed by 30 spouse
participants and 15 friend participants. Spouses reported that they had been married for
more than 4 years (range 4.1–51.9 years; median = 27.0 years, IQR = 28.8 years). Friend
pairs reported that they had known each other for 1.5–19 years (median = 5.0 years, IQR
= 16.0 years). An independent samples Mann-Whitney test indicated that the length of
time married pairs had been living together was significantly longer than the length of
time friend pairs had known each other [U = 62.00, p < .001].
I split the Spouses group into two groups of approximately equal size based on age: Older
(age  55 years; N = 16) and Younger (age < 55 years; N = 14). This grouping is similar
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to that used in Johnsrude et al. (2013) and allowed us to examine age-related differences
in the familiar-target benefit. The age range in the Friends group was substantially
smaller, and all were younger than the older Spouses group, so the Friends group was not
divided. The sample size of the smallest group (N = 14) is estimated to be sensitive to
within-subjects effects of size f = 0.41 with 0.95 power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, &
Buchner, 2007), and therefore should be large enough to detect familiar-voice benefits to
intelligibility of the magnitude reported by Johnsrude et al. (2013) (f = 0.72). With at
least 14 participants in each group, I should be sensitive to group-by-familiarity
interactions of size f = 0.23 with 0.95 power.
All participants were self-declared native Canadian English speakers who had no known
speech, hearing, or neurological impairments. Participants had hearing levels (measured
using pure tone audiometry at four octave frequencies between 500 and 4000 Hz) of 25
dB HL or better averaged across both ears, except for one participant who had an average
pure-tone hearing level of 35 dB HL. The same pattern of results obtained whether this
individual was included or not, so I reported results including data from this participant.
The study was approved by the University of Western Ontario Non-Medical Research
Ethics Board. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

2.2.2

Materials and Procedure

Participants were tested across two or three sessions. During the first session, each
participant was recorded while speaking 480 different sentences, taken from the BUG
corpus (Kidd et al., 2008). The sentences had the form “<Name> <verb> <number>
<adjective> <noun>”. In the sub-set used in the experiment, there were two names (‘Bob’
and ‘Pat’), eight verbs, eight numbers, eight adjectives, and eight nouns (see Figure 1).
An example is “Bob bought two blue bags”. Across the 480 sentences that were recorded,
each verb, number, adjective, and noun occurred 60 times. Sentences were recorded at a
44.1 kHz sampling rate using a Sennheiser e845 S microphone connected to a Steinberg
UR22 soundcard. Unlike the original BUG corpus, in which each possible word was
recorded individually and sentences were later constructed by concatenating individually
spoken words, each sentence in this study was recorded in its entirety, thus retaining
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natural coarticulation and supra-segmental prosody between words. All sentences were
normalized to the same root mean square (RMS) amplitude.
Participants returned for the listening task approximately three months (mean days of
separation = 74.4 days, standard deviation [SD] = 73.2 days) after completing the
recording session. The listening task was completed in either one session of
approximately two hours (N = 36) or two sessions of approximately one hour each, which
were separated by less than one month (N = 24; mean days of separation = 14.5, SD =
22.8). Stimuli were presented diotically through Sennheiser HD265 (N = 26) or Grado
Labs SR225 (N = 34) headphones. Each participant heard sentences spoken by three
different talkers: the participant’s partner (familiar talker), and two other participants in
the study who the participant did not know but who were from the same group and were
the same sex as the participant’s partner (unfamiliar talkers). The two unfamiliar voices
remained constant for each participant throughout the experiment.
On each trial, participants heard two different sentences spoken simultaneously by
different talkers. All of the words of the two sentences were different. The target sentence
was identified by one of two names at sentence onset (either Bob or Pat). One name was
used as the target for the first half of trials and the other was used for the second half of
trials; the order was counterbalanced across participants. Listeners were instructed to
identify the remaining four words in the target sentence by clicking on each word on a
computer screen. I matched the occurrences of word combinations, so that participants
would not know one word in the sentence based on the presence of other words. As
illustrated in Figure 2, the words were arranged in four columns, with one column per
word type. Participants selected one word from each column, in any order. The target
name (Bob or Pat) was displayed at the top of the screen, as a reminder. The response
screen remained visible throughout the entire experiment, including during presentation
of stimuli, to minimize load on hort-term memory.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the response screen used for the listening task. Participants
were asked to choose one word (by a mouse press) from each column according to
what they had heard in the target sentence, indicated by the target name (in this
example, “Bob”).

Intelligibility of the target sentence was tested in three conditions. In the Familiar Target
condition, the target sentence was spoken by the participant’s partner (i.e., their familiar
voice) and the masker sentence was spoken by one of their two unfamiliar talkers (half
with each unfamiliar talker). In the Familiar Masker condition, the masker sentence was
spoken by the participant’s partner and the target sentence was spoken by one of the
unfamiliar talkers (half with each unfamiliar talker). In the Both Unfamiliar condition, the
target and masker sentences were spoken by the two unfamiliar talkers. In one half of
these trials, one unfamiliar voice was the target and the other was the masker; in the other
half, the voice roles were reversed.
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I varied the target and masker intensities at four target-to-masker ratios (TMRs): -6, -3,
0, and +3 dB. Acoustic stimuli were presented at a comfortable listening level
(approximately 67 dB SPL). The overall amplitude of the target and masker sentences in
each trial was roved over a range of 3 dB (in 6 equally spaced levels) to ensure that
participants could not use the amplitude of either sentence as a cue to identify the target
sentence.
Each participant completed 720 trials: 240 trials in each familiarity condition. Across the
experiment, participants heard each of the three voices 240 times as the target and 240
times as the masker. Each familiarity condition contained equal numbers of trials at each
of the four TMRs and each of the six rove levels. All trial types were randomly
interleaved over 30 blocks of 24 trials each. Participants were prompted to rest, if they
wished, between blocks. The participant initiated each block of trials by clicking a
prompt on the screen when they were ready to begin.

2.2.3
2.2.3.1

Analyses
Accuracy

I calculated the proportion of words (out of a possible 960; 4 words in each of 240 trials)
that participants reported correctly in each condition. There were 8 options for each word,
so the chance level of performance was 12.5%. I used a 3-way mixed analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to compare percent correct across Familiarity Conditions (3 levels: Familiar
Target, Familiar Masker, Both Unfamiliar, within-subjects), TMRs (4 levels: -6 dB, -3
dB, 0 dB, 3 dB; within-subjects), and groups (3 levels: Young Friends, Young Spouses,
and Older Spouses; between-subjects); see Figure 3.
I always presented unfamiliar voices of the same sex as the participant’s familiar voice,
but because I used natural voices there was some variability across participants in the
degree to which the F0 of the familiar voice differed from that of each of the unfamiliar
voices. At the group level, all three familiarity conditions were acoustically very well
matched, because all familiar voices also served as unfamiliar voices, meaning that the
voices heard as familiar were acoustically identical to those heard as unfamiliar (with the
exceptions noted above). However, given that intelligibility of a target talker in the
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presence of a competing talker is known to improve as the difference in F0 between the
two talkers increases (Assmann, 1999; Christopher J Darwin, Brungart, & Simpson,
2003; Summers & Leek, 1998), the F0 difference has the potential to influence
intelligibility at an individual level. I therefore included it as a covariate of no interest in
the ANOVA.
We estimated the F0 of each recorded sentence using an in-house script written in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2013), which calculated the median F0 across each sentence at
time steps of 0.01 seconds. To determine each talker's F0, I averaged the median F0
values across all of the 480 sentences they recorded. For each participant, I calculated the
absolute difference in F0 between the familiar and the average of the two unfamiliar
talkers they heard during the experiment. Fundamental frequencies for each sex in each
group are described in Table 2 (median = 12.5 Hz, IQR = 20.6 Hz, which corresponds to
2.06 semitones, IQR = 1.70 semitones).
Table 2. Mean fundamental frequency (F0) for males and females in each group.
Standard deviations are displayed in brackets.
Group
Older Spouses
Male
Female
Younger Spouses
Male
Female
Young Friends
Male
Female

n

F0 (Hz)

8
8

107.69 (16.53)
170.76 (10.77)

7
7

103.73 (12.64)
186.95 (22.34)

7
23

111.95 (12.84)
205.68 (15.84)

Mauchly’s tests indicated that the assumption of sphericity was violated for the main
effect of Familiarity [χ2(2) = 33.80, p < .001], main effect of TMR [χ2(5) = 89.56, p <
.001], and interaction between Familiarity and TMR [χ2(20) = 96.21, p < .001]; these
results are reported with Greenhouse-Geisser correction. Pairwise comparisons are
reported with Sidak correction for multiple comparisons.
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2.2.3.2

Errors

Incorrectly reported words were categorized as one of two types: (1) ‘wrong voice’
errors, in which the reported word was from the masker sentence; and (2) ‘random’
errors, in which the reported word was not contained in either of the two sentences
spoken on that trial. Percentage of errors was calculated by dividing the number of each
type of error by the total number of words in incorrect trials. I used a four-way mixed
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA), with average F0 difference as a covariate
of no interest, to compare the percentage of Errors (2 levels: Wrong Voice, Random;
within-subjects) across familiarity conditions (3 levels: Familiar Target, Familiar Masker,
Both Unfamiliar; within-subjects), TMRs (4 levels: -6, -3, 0, 3 dB; within-subjects), and
groups (3 levels: Young Friends, Young Spouses, and Older Spouses; between-subjects).
I conducted follow-up within-subjects ANOVAs to better understand the effects of
Familiarity and TMR on each type of error (Wrong Voice or Random) separately.

2.2.3.3

Age-related differences on intelligibility

Johnsrude et al. (2013), using the CRM procedure, observed that task accuracy correlated
negatively with age in the Familiar Masker and Both Unfamiliar conditions, but was
unrelated to age in the Familiar Target condition. The correlation values differed
significantly between the Familiar Target and the other two conditions, and, furthermore,
these differences were apparent at TMR values equated across conditions for
performance. To examine whether the same relationships obtained in the current matrixtask data, I calculated Spearman correlations between age and accuracy in each of the
three familiarity conditions, across the Older and Younger Spouse data. I also statistically
compared these correlations (Lee & Preacher, 2013).

2.2.3.4

Influence of relationship duration

To assess whether the magnitude of the intelligibility benefit gained from a familiar voice
is related to the length of the relationship, I conducted a partial correlation between
Relationship Duration and Familiar-Target Benefit, calculated as the difference in percent
correct between the Familiar Target and Both Unfamiliar conditions for each participant,
while controlling for the possibly confounding effect of F0 difference between familiar
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and unfamiliar voices. The Relationship Duration was defined for each pair, as the length
of time the spouses had been married and the length of time the friends had known each
other.

2.3 Results
2.3.1

Accuracy

Data are shown in Figure 3. A three-way mixed ANOVA, controlling for the F0
difference between familiar and unfamiliar voices, revealed no effect of the covariate (F0
difference), [F(1, 56) = 0.28, p = .60, ω2 = -.01] and no significant interactions involving
it (ps > .05).
The main effect of Familiarity was significant [F(1.37, 76.76) = 8.40, p = .002, ω2 = .11].
Participants reported more correct words when the target voice was familiar (Familiar
Target: mean = 69.28%, standard error [SE] = 2.37) than when the masker voice was
familiar (Familiar Masker: mean = 56.97%, SE = 2.23) (t(59) = 4.81, p < .001), or when
both target and masker voice were unfamiliar (Both Unfamiliar: 59.75%, SE = 2.16)
(t(59) = 5.14, p < .001). There was no significant difference in accuracy between the
Familiar Masker and Both Unfamiliar conditions (t(59) = -1.98, p = .15), and the
difference trended in the opposite direction to that observed by Johnsrude et al. (2013),
i.e. towards worse target-word report in the Familiar Masker condition.
As expected, there was a significant main effect of TMR [F(1.49, 83.36) = 19.60, p <
.001, ω2 = .24]. Participants were more accurate at reporting target words at 3 dB TMR
(mean = 68.77%, SE = 1.86) than at 0 dB (mean = 62.00%, SE = 1.91) (t(59) = 8.95, p <
.001), -3 dB (mean = 59.26%, SE = 2.01) (t(59) = 8.86, p < .0001), and -6 dB (mean =
59.94%, SE = 2.26) (t(59) = 7.60, p < .001). Accuracy was also better at 0 dB than at -3
dB (t(59) = 4.32, p < .001) and -6 dB (t(59) = 4.21, p = .001). The percentage of correctly
reported words did not differ between -3 dB and -6 dB TMR (t(59) = 2.10, p = .22).
There was no significant main effect of Group [F(2, 56) = 1.45, p = .24, ω2 = .02],
suggesting that intelligibility does not differ between older spouses, younger spouses, and
friends.
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There was a significant interaction between Group and TMR [F(2.98, 83.36) = 9.78, p <
.001, ω2 = .23]. Performance by older spouses was more affected by TMR than was
performance in the other two groups (Figure 3). Intelligibility at higher TMRs (-3, 0, and
3 dB) did not differ between Older and Younger Spouses (0.03 ≥ ts(59) ≥ 2.34, ps > .09),
but older spouses reported significantly fewer correct words than Younger Spouses at the
lowest TMR, -6 dB (t(59) = -2.74, p = .03).
The interaction between Group and Familiarity was not significant, [F(2.74, 76.76) =
1.26, p = .29, ω2 = .01], neither was the three-way interaction between Group,
Familiarity, and TMR [F(6.68, 190.40) = 0.628, p = .73, ω2 = -.01], suggesting that the
presence of a familiar voice affected intelligibility in a similar way across groups and
TMRs. None of the other interactions were significant, either (0.33 ≥ ts(59) ≥ 2.24, ps >
.30).
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Figure 3. Percentage of correct words in each familiarity condition as a function of
target-to-masker ratio (TMR) in Older Spouses (A), Younger Spouses (B), and
Friends (C). Data points indicate group means. Error bars show ±1 standard error
of the mean.

We repeated the analyses using the percentage of sentences that were reported correctly
(rather than correct words), which I defined as trials in which all four words of the target
sentence were reported correctly. For this, chance performance is 0.02%. As expected,
the percentage of correct sentences was lower than the percentage of correct words across
conditions (Familiar Target: mean = 44.74%, SE = 2.58; Familiar Masker: mean =
30.31%, SE = 2.47; and Both Unfamiliar: mean = 32.50%, SE = 2.12). However, the
pattern of results did not differ appreciably from the analysis based on words correct.
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As a post-hoc analysis, I checked whether the sibling pairs were driving the results in the
Friends group; they may have performed differently since their relationship is of a much
longer duration, compared to other pairs in the Friends group. I repeated the accuracy
analysis but excluded the two sibling pairs, and results did not differ from those reported
above. I conducted a separate repeated-measures ANOVA on the Friends group (with
siblings excluded) to determine whether there were accuracy differences between friends
(n=22) and dating couples (n=10) across Familiarity conditions and TMRs. I did not find
any effect of relationship type [F(1, 23) = 1.84, p = .19, ω2 = .03].

2.3.2

Errors

In general, people made substantially more ‘wrong voice’ than ‘random’ errors. Among
the identified words in error trials (those in which at least one word out of a possible four
was identified incorrectly), 48.59% (SE = .82) were wrong voice errors, and 10.10% (SE
= .56) were random errors. The remaining 41.31% were correctly identified words. The
data are presented in Figure 4.
We conducted a four-way mixed MANOVA to compare the proportion of these two
types of error across Familiarity Conditions, Groups, and TMR, while controlling for F0
differences between familiar and unfamiliar voices. The effect of the covariate was not
significant, [F(1, 56) = .559, p = .46, ω2 = -.01], nor were any of the interactions
involving it (ps > .15). I only report the main effect of the Error Type factor and
interactions involving it, since the other effects are similar to those reported in the
Accuracy analysis (above).
The analysis confirmed that the main effect of Error Type was significant [F(1, 56) =
374.87, p < .001, ω2 = .87]. The interaction between Group and Error Type was also
significant [F(2, 56) = 4.43, p = .02, ω2 = .10]. Whereas the proportion of wrong voice
errors did not differ among the three Groups (1.63 ≥ ts(59) ≥ 2.17, ps > .10), Older
Spouses made more random errors than did Younger Spouses (t(59) ≥ 2.51, p = .045) and
Friends (t(59) ≥ 3.67, p = .01). The proportion of random errors did not differ between
Younger Spouses and Friends (t(59) ≥ 0.67, p = .88).
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The interaction between Error Type and Familiarity condition trended towards
significance [F(2, 55) = 2.80, p = .07, ω2 = .06]. Given that I were expecting to find a
difference between the familiar-masker and both-unfamiliar conditions (based on
Johnsrude et al., 2013), I explored this interaction further. Although the proportion of
Random errors did not differ across familiarity conditions (0.43 ≥ ts(59) ≥ 1.61, ps > .30),
participants made significantly fewer Wrong Voice errors in the familiar-target compared
to the familiar-masker and both-unfamiliar conditions (-4.99 ≥ ts(59) ≥ -3.58, ps < .01).
The percentage of Wrong Voice errors did not differ between the familiar-masker and
both-unfamiliar conditions (t(59) = 0.36, p = .98).
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Figure 4. Error analysis. ‘Wrong voice’ errors (black markers, solid lines), and
‘random’ errors (grey markers, dashed lines) in incorrect trials as a function of
target-to-masker ratio (TMR), expressed as a proportion of all words presented on
incorrect trials (trials on which at least one word was reported incorrectly). Left
panel (A) shows data from Older Spouses, middle panel (B) shows data from
Younger Spouses, and right panel (C) shows data from Friends. Data points show
group means. Error bars show ±1 standard error of the mean (SE). FT (circles):
Familiar Target; FM (squares): Familiar Masker; BU (triangles): Both Unfamiliar.

2.3.3

Age-related differences on intelligibility

There was a significant negative correlation between age and accuracy in the Familiar
Target condition (collapsed across TMRs) [rs = -.51, p = .004], but not in the Familiar
Masker condition [rs = -.07, p = .70], or in the Both Unfamiliar condition [rs = -.31, p =
.09]. These correlations are shown in Figure 5. I tested for any differences between these
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correlations (Lee & Preacher, 2013). Correlations in the familiar-target and familiarmasker conditions differed significantly from each other [Z = -.208, p = .037], whereas
correlations in the familiar-target condition did not differ significantly from the
correlation in the both-unfamiliar condition [Z = -1.08, p = .28]. These results suggest
that Familiar-Target intelligibility decreases more rapidly with age compared to Familiar
Masker intelligibility but not more rapidly than Both Unfamiliar intelligibility.

Figure 5. Scatter plot and best-fit regression lines showing the relationship between
age and accuracy in the Familiar Target (circles, solid line), Familiar Masker
(squares, dotted line), and Both Unfamiliar (triangles, dashed line) conditions.

2.3.4

Influence of relationship duration

Despite finding no significant differences in the familiar-voice benefit between the
Spouses and Friends groups (which would have manifest as a significant interaction
between Group and Familiarity Condition in the analyses above), I wanted to examine
whether variability in length of time participants had known their partner related to the
magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit. I tested the partial correlation between
Relationship Duration and the familiar-target benefit (difference in intelligibility between
the Familiar Target and Both Unfamiliar conditions) across individuals, while controlling
for the F0 difference between the familiar and unfamiliar voices. The correlation was not
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significant [r = -.24, p = .12] in the range I had questionnaire data for (1.5-51.9 years).
This result suggests that longer relationships do not systematically increase the benefit to
intelligibility from a familiar voice.

2.3.5

Influence of talker F0

In addition to including F0 as a covariate in my main analysis (above), I also tested posthoc whether larger F0 differences were related to bigger apparent familiar-voice
intelligibility benefits at an individual level (as we might expect). A Shapiro-Wilk’s test
indicated that F0 differences differed significantly from a normal distribution, [W(60) =
.917, p = .001]; therefore I conducted a Spearman’s correlation between the F0 difference
and the individual intelligibility benefit across participants. For this correlation analysis, I
analyzed all participants in one group (spouses and friends combined) so that I had more
power to detect a significant relationship.
There was a significant positive correlation between the magnitude of the difference in
intelligibility and the magnitude of the F0 difference between the familiar and the two
unfamiliar talkers (averaged together) [rs = .26, p = .045]. This result demonstrates that
the F0 difference between the familiar and unfamiliar voices explained a significant
amount of the individual variability in the magnitude of the familiar-target benefit, as
expected.

2.3.6

Influence of sex of familiar voice

Given the unfamiliar voices were sex-matched to the familiar voice, I conducted another
post-hoc analysis to determine whether the sex of the familiar voice had an effect of on
intelligibility. I conducted a mixed ANOVA with Familiarity (Familiar Target, Familiar
Masker, Both Unfamiliar) and TMR (-6, -3, 0, 3 dB) as within-subjects factors and sex of
the familiar talker as a between-subjects factor.
There was no effect of the sex of the familiar talker, [F(1,58) = .001, p=.98, ω2 = -.002],
or any significant interactions involving it (ps ≥ .38), suggesting that presenting mixtures
of male voices or female voices did not affect intelligibility. I therefore collapsed across
sex for the remainder of the analyses.
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2.3.7

Do unfamiliar voices become ‘familiar’?

Participants heard the two unfamiliar voices many times throughout the experiment, and
it is possible that these unfamiliar voices became ‘familiar’ by the end of the experiment.
Adaptation to new forms of speech has been shown to occur rapidly, after only 15 trials
of exposure (Davis, Johnsrude, Hervais-Adelman, Taylor, & McGettigan, 2005; Huyck &
Johnsrude, 2012). Therefore, I conducted a post-hoc analysis to determine whether
participants became familiar with the two unfamiliar voices, which would manifest as a
greater improvement in intelligibility scores for unfamiliar-target than familiar-target
conditions from the beginning of the experiment to the end. Separately for the three
Familiarity Conditions, I took a subset of 20 trials from the beginning and end of the
experiment, which should be sufficient to get a stable average whilst also being sensitive
to perceptual learning of unfamiliar voices of the type described by Huyck and Johnsrude
(2012).
I conducted a three-way repeated measures ANOVA to compare the percent of words
reported correctly across Groups (3 levels: Older Spouses, Younger Spouses, and
Friends), Familiarity conditions (3 levels: Familiar Target, Familiar Masker, Both
Unfamiliar) and Trial Positions (2 levels: first and last 20 trials). If, following exposure to
the voices, unfamiliar voices became similar to familiar voices, there should be a
Familiarity Condition by Trial Position interaction such that accuracy in Both Unfamiliar
trials improves to a greater extent between the first and last 20 trials than does accuracy
in the Familiar Target condition.
Figure 6 illustrates percent correct in the first and last 20 trials for all three conditions,
collapsed across groups. There was a significant effect of Trial Position [F(1, 57) =
89.05, p < .001, ω2 = .60]: the last 20 trials (mean: 63.47%, SE = 1.25) were more
intelligible than the first 20 trials (mean = 52.68%, SE = 1.29).
Importantly, there was no significant interaction between Familiarity condition and Trial
Position [F(1.35, 76.78) = 1.05, p = .33, ω2 = .00], but intelligibility of unfamiliar voices
did not improve to a greater extent than did intelligibility of familiar voices. Thus, I
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found no evidence that intelligibility of the unfamiliar voices was enhanced by learning
over the experiment.
There was no significant 2-way interaction between Group and Trial Position [F(2, 57) =
0.97, p = .37, ω2 = .00] and no significant 3-way interaction between Group, Trial
Position, and Familiarity [F(2.69, 76.78) = 0.60, p = .60, ω2 = -.01]. Thus, the magnitude
of the improvement in intelligibility between the first and last 20 trials did not differ
among groups. Because I assumed that the perceptual learning of the familiar voice has
occurred before the experiment and has reached its maximum (as participant pairs are
required to know each other for at least six months and speak regularly), I interpret the
overall improvement in performance between the first 20 and last 20 trials as attributable
to practice effects.

Figure 6. Percent correct of first and last 20 trials, collapsed over Groups and
TMRs, for each condition. Error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean.
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2.4 Discussion
2.4.1

Familiar-target benefit is similar for spouses and friends

These results demonstrate that people are better at understanding speech in the presence
of a competing talker when the talker they are listening to is a spouse or friend, compared
to when it is someone unfamiliar. Words spoken in a familiar voice (Familiar Target
condition) were, on average, 10–15% more intelligible than words spoken in an
unfamiliar voice (Familiar Masker and Both Unfamiliar conditions; Figure 2). Thus, I
replicated the familiar-target benefit found in previous experiments (Gass & Varonis,
1984; Johnsrude et al., 2013; Kreitewolf et al., 2017; Newman & Evers, 2007; Nygaard
et al., 1994; Souza et al., 2013; Yonan & Sommers, 2000) using the closed-set BUG task.
Furthermore, I showed that friend’s voices and spouse’s voices appear to be similarly
beneficial for intelligibility when a competing talker is present.
My results extend previous findings by demonstrating a familiar-target benefit for a
closed-set test with a high memory load (BUG corpus; Kidd, Best, & Mason, 2008). In
contrast, previous experiments used either open-set tests (Newman & Evers, 2007; Yonan
& Sommers, 2000) or closed-set tests with a low memory load (i.e., the CRM test in
Johnsrude et al., 2013). That the familiar-voice benefit is present for closed-set tests
indicates that it is not (entirely) due to systematic differences in response bias when
people hear speech in familiar and unfamiliar voices: Unlike open-set tasks using
naturalistic stimuli, participants reported a fixed number of words on every trial, and the
words could never be predicted based on the previous word(s). Therefore, participants
must guess if unsure on every trial, regardless of whether they heard a familiar or
unfamiliar voice. The high memory load of the BUG task is more similar to everyday
conversations than the CRM task used by Johnsrude et al. (2013); in most everyday
situations, successful communication requires listeners to follow all or most of the words
spoken by an interlocutor, whereas the CRM task only requires listeners to extract the
colour-number coordinate near the end of each sentence. The current results increase
confidence that the familiar-voice benefit improves speech intelligibility in natural
communication settings.
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The familiar-target benefit I found is similar in magnitude to that reported in previous
studies (Johnsrude et al., 2013) using closed-set testing that controls for the effect of
guessing (bias) on measured intelligibility. Johnsrude et al. (2013) found a 10–15%
improvement in intelligibility (sentence report) when a target sentence was spoken by the
participant’s spouse than when it was spoken by an unfamiliar talker. Here, I find a
similar benefit for both spouses and friends. Spouses generally knew each other for
longer than the friends I tested and presumably have relationships that differ in quality
from those of the friend pairs. Nevertheless, the intelligibility benefit was as large for
friends as for spouses. Consistent with this result, I found no correlation between the
length of time participants had known each other and the magnitude of the intelligibility
benefit. Given these results, it is possible that intelligibility due to familiarity with
someone’s voice manifests rather quickly (within a year and a half of knowing someone)
and then remains stable in magnitude as the relationship extends through the years.
The finding that the benefit to intelligibility of friends’ voices is as robust as the benefit
from a spouse’s voice when heard in the presence of a competing talker, has practical
significance. To the extent that these results generalize to real-world listening, the
intelligibility of casual friends in busy environments should be as high as the
intelligibility of a longstanding life partner. People do not need to be exposed to a voice
as intensively as they have been exposed to their spouse’s voice to improve intelligibility
substantially. That familiar voices can improve intelligibility after relatively short
exposure is consistent with the results of Newman and Evers (2007), who showed that
participants were better at understanding words spoken by a psychology professor by
whom they had been taught for one semester than words spoken by a novel voice. In
addition, training studies have shown a familiar-voice benefit when participants are
exposed to voices for as little as six hours (Kreitewolf et al., 2017). However, the benefit
of a lab trained voice appears to be of smaller magnitude compared to the benefits I have
observed (approximately 10-15%, which I estimate was equivalent to ≥ 3 dB for all
groups): 0.52 dB in Kreitewolf et al. (2017), approximately 5-10% (Nygaard et al.,
1994), and approximately 3-15% (Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998). Furthermore, given the
impoverished materials that I used, and the lack of natural prosodic and contextual
information, I think this measured benefit probably underestimates real-world benefit.
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Intelligibility of the unfamiliar voices did not approach the intelligibility of familiar
voices by the end of my experiment, demonstrating that more than brief, incidental,
exposure to voices is required to produce a familiar-target benefit of the magnitude
observed here. A longitudinal study could investigate the time course of the familiarvoice benefit in more detail, and determine what type of experience with a voice is
required for an intelligibility benefit to be observed. If a trained talker who the participant
has never met could provide an intelligibility benefit as large as that found here, then
voice training could have great potential for improving intelligibility in everyday
environments—such as public announcements in busy places—and these might help
people who find it difficult to listen in noise, including older people who experience
declines in hearing with healthy aging. In either case, my results suggest that older people
gain as much benefit from a familiar voice as younger people, suggesting that real-world
speech intelligibility can be improved by voice familiarity.

2.4.2

No benefit of familiarity with a masker voice

In contrast to Johnsrude et al. (2013), I found no benefit of familiarity with the masker
voice on the intelligibility of an unfamiliar target voice in any of the three groups. To my
knowledge, Johnsrude et al. (2013) is the only study to have found a familiar-masker
benefit. Johnsrude et al. (2013) concluded that the presence of a familiar voice in a
mixture (as either the target or masking voice) may aid in perceptual organization. If they
had found no familiar-masker benefit, and only a benefit when the familiar voice is the
target (and focus of attention), this result could have been accounted for by a templatematching strategy in which participants use a mental representation of the familiar voice
to extract it from the mixture (Bregman, 1990). By definition, this strategy is only
possible when the speech matching the template is the focus of attention, and therefore
cannot explain the familiar-masker benefit they observed.
The absence of a familiar-masker benefit in this study compared to Johnsrude et
al. (2013) could be due to the greater cognitive demand of the BUG task compared to the
CRM task. The BUG and CRM materials that were used here and in Johnsrude et al.
(2013) are both closed-set matrix tests, but differ markedly on the number of items to be
reported (four words in BUG and one colour-number pair in CRM). To respond correctly
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in the BUG task, participants would have to identify the target voice (specified by the
‘name’ word) and correctly report the other four words (‘verb’ ‘number’ ‘adjective’
‘noun’) in the target sentence. To respond correctly on Familiar Target or Familiar
Masker trials in the CRM task, participants need only attend to the call sign at the onset,
decide whether their partner’s voice is the target (i.e., said ‘Baron’) or the masker,
register both coloured digits, then retrospectively indicate the one spoken by their partner
(if target) or the other talker (if their partner is the masker). This strategy is a lot harder to
deploy if eight to ten unrelated words have to be held in memory and each assigned to the
correct voice. The difference in strategies that could possibly be used for the CRM and
BUG tasks could explain why Johnsrude et al. (2013) found better overall intelligibility
than I found in the current experiment, and why they observed a familiar-masker benefit
and I did not.

2.4.3

Older listeners

The pattern of performance in older listeners (55–82 years) was somewhat different to
that in younger listeners. Although the groups did not differ in overall intelligibility,
performance in the older spouse group was more dependent on TMR (Figure 3) and
accuracy in the Familiar Target condition decreased as age increased (Figure 5). Older
spouses also made significantly more ‘random’ errors (i.e., words not presented in either
the target or masker sentences) than did younger spouses and friends. Both the larger
influence of TMR on intelligibility, and increased proportion of ‘random’ errors, is
consistent with greater energetic masking in this group, which could result from
subclinical hearing loss (i.e., in the absence of shifts in audiometric thresholds) that is
related to age—for example, due to broader filter widths (see Badri, Siegel, & Wright,
2011). These results could also be due to age-related attentional decline (Alain & Woods,
1999; Godefroy, Roussel, Despretz, Quaglino, & Boucart, 2010), exacerbated by more
challenging listening conditions (i.e., lower TMRs).
Regardless of the mechanism, my results suggest that older people gain as much benefit
from a familiar voice as younger people, suggesting that real-world speech intelligibility
can be improved by voice familiarity. Familiarity with a voice, which could be gained by
speaking to a friend in quiet settings, might help to protect against social isolation in
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older adults, which has been linked to increased risk of depression (Carabellese et al.,
1993) and dementia (Lin et al., 2013).

2.4.4

Effect of magnitude of difference in F0 within listeners

As expected, listeners gained a larger intelligibility benefit from a familiar voice
(compared to unfamiliar voices) if the F0 difference between the familiar voice and
unfamiliar voices was larger, demonstrating a well-established effect of acoustics on
speech intelligibility (Assmann, 1999; Darwin et al., 2003; Summers & Leek, 1998).
Counterbalancing of voices ensured that, at the group level, the voices in the Familiar
Target condition were the same as those in the Familiar Masker condition and in the Both
Unfamiliar condition. The voices in each condition were identical in the spouse groups,
but because of the six participants who dropped out of Friends group, the voices in each
condition were slightly different. Those six voices only served as unfamiliar, and three
other voices only served as familiar. Nevertheless, analyses of the familiar-voice benefit
also covaried for the F0 difference between familiar and unfamiliar voices. The finding of
a significant familiar-target benefit, even after factoring out influences of the F0
difference, indicates that familiarity with a voice (as well as acoustic similiarity between
it and a competing unfamiliar voice) contributes to its intelligibility.

2.4.5

Masker words less likely to be mistaken for target words in
the familiar-target condition

‘Wrong voice’ errors—in which the response was from the masker sentence—occurred
considerably more frequently than ‘random’ errors. Whereas ‘random’ errors probably
arise because listeners were not able to hear words from the target (energetic masking;
Brungart, 2001; Brungart et al., 2001; Durlach, 2006), ‘wrong voice’ errors mean that the
listener could hear at least part of the target-masker mixture adequately, but they reported
a word spoken by the masker voice. This type of error may reflect one of several
underlying issues; for example, a difficulty segregating the two speech streams,
extracting a target signal from a mixture which becomes more challenging at low TMRs,
selectively attending to the target, or potentially some other difficulty that would fall
under the umbrella of ‘informational masking’ (Durlach, Mason, Kidd, et al., 2003;
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Durlach, Mason, Shinn-Cunningham, et al., 2003; Kidd, Mason, Richards, Gallun, &
Durlach, 2007). Fewer ‘wrong voice’ errors were made in the Familiar Target condition
than in the other two conditions. This demonstration of less interference by the masker in
the familiar-target condition is effectively a ‘release from informational masking’ and
recent work suggests that it may result because speech spoken by a familiar talker is more
resistant to interference from maskers that are linguistically similar to the target (Holmes
& Johnsrude, 2019). The Familiarity condition and Group factors did not interact,
suggesting that familiar voices reduced informational masking—or, more specifically,
interference from the masker—to a similar extent for spouses’ and friends’ voices, and
for older and younger people.

2.4.6

No evidence for improved familiarity with previously
unfamiliar voices

In all three groups, performance in all of the familiarity conditions improved by a similar
magnitude between the start and end of the experiment. I attribute this improvement to
task-specific learning (e.g., practice effects). Given that participants were already highly
familiar with their friend’s or spouse’s voice before the experiment began, I expected any
learning of unfamiliar voices to manifest as a greater improvement for the unfamiliar than
familiar voices between the beginning and end of the experiment. Previous studies have
shown that voice training (Kreitewolf et al., 2017; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Nygaard et
al., 1994) or brief prior exposure to a voice (e.g., Brungart et al., 2001) can improve
intelligibility. However, the incidental exposure provided here did not appear to be
sufficient to provide talker-specific learning for the unfamiliar voices.

2.4.7

Conclusions and Implications

Prior experience with a voice leads to a considerable improvement in intelligibility when
that voice is heard in the presence of competing sounds. The magnitude of this benefit is
similar for friends and spouses, implying that intelligibility of speech spoken by a
familiar person plateaus after we have known someone as a friend for 1.5–19 years and
stays constant despite increased durations of exposure (up to 52 years of marriage). My
work, using a restricted set of words and controlling for variability in speech production,
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probably underestimates the benefit derivable in real listening conditions when
conversing with a friend or partner. Yet, even under these controlled conditions in which
listeners must utilize knowledge of voice acoustics to improve intelligibility, the
intelligibility benefit gained from hearing a familiar voice as the target is large (10–20%)
and is robust across different tasks (BUG and CRM) and across different types of
relationship (friends and spouses). These results highlight the robustness of voice
familiarity as a cue to enhance intelligibility.
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Chapter 3

3

Using spatial release from masking to estimate the
magnitude of the familiar-voice intelligibility benefit

3.1 Introduction
Many everyday conversations occur in the presence of background sounds. The ability to
separate simultaneous sounds is essential for successful communication, and recognising
what one person is saying in the presence of other talkers (termed ‘the cocktail party
problem’; Cherry, 1953) is a perceptual challenge that has received considerable
attention. Much previous work has focused on how similarity or differences in acoustic
features—such as spatial location, frequency, timbre, or onset time—contribute to
perceptual grouping/segregation of sounds in mixtures (e.g., Brungart et al., 2001;
Cusack, Deeks, Aikman, & Carlyon, 2004; Darwin et al., 2003; Kitterick et al., 2010;
Singh & Bregman, 1997).
One feature that robustly improves the ability to segregate speech from competing sounds
is prior knowledge of the talker’s voice (e.g., Holmes, Domingo, & Johnsrude, 2018;
Johnsrude et al., 2013; Kreitewolf et al., 2017; Newman & Evers, 2007; Souza et al.,
2013). Benefits of voice familiarity on speech-on-speech listening tasks have been
established using training paradigms (Levi et al., 2011; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998; Yonan
& Sommers, 2000). A large benefit has also been shown using naturally familiar voices,
such as those of the participant’s spouse or friend (Domingo, Holmes, & Johnsrude, in
revision [Chapter 2]; Holmes et al., 2018; Johnsrude et al., 2013). A benefit of 2-9 dB is
observed when a familiar voice is masked by a single unfamiliar talker at an SNR of -3 to
-6 dB, when using a closed-set matrix task such as the “Boston University Gerald” task
(Kidd et al., 2008) in which all of the sentences are of the form <Name><past tense
verb> < number> <adjective> <noun>, where all the words are monosyllables (e.g. “ Pat
bought five old gloves”.)
Despite differences in testing paradigms, the considerable improvement in intelligibility
from voice familiarity is commensurate with one of the most thoroughly researched cues
known to improve speech intelligibility in multitalker situations—spatial release from
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masking (Arbogast, Mason, & Kidd, 2005; Best et al., 2006; Best, Mason, & Kidd, 2011;
Glyde et al., 2015; Kidd et al., 2010; Singh, Pichora-Fuller, & Schneider, 2008). Spatial
release from masking is the improvement in word report when one or more masker
talkers are presented at different spatial locations than a target talker, compared to when
they are collocated.
Spatial cues include the “better ear effect” due to head shadow, defined as attending to
the ear with a more favourable signal-to-noise ratio (Carlile, 2014) and binaural
interaction, in which the auditory system leverages interaural time or level differences
between target and maskers (Freyman et al., 1999).
The magnitude of spatial release from masking depends in part on the spatial relationship
between target and masker stimuli. The symmetrical masker paradigm has a stimulus
configuration in which two maskers are presented symmetrically (i.e., one on the left and
the other the same distance to the right) about a centrally located target (Brungart & Iyer,
2012; Marrone et al., 2008). Unlike other designs that have used asymmetrically
configured speech signals (Arbogast, Mason, & Kidd, 2002; Freyman et al., 1999;
Hawley, Litovsky, & Culling, 2004; Johnstone & Litovsky, 2006), this design controls
for head-shadow effects because the SNR is the same in the left and right ears (Brungart
& Iyer, 2012). Using symmetrical maskers placed at 90˚ about the target, listeners
obtained a spatial release from masking of 4 dB in an open-set sentence identification in
a modulated-noise task (Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1992), 6 dB in a closed-set word
identification in masking speech task (Yost, 2017), and 12 dB in a closed-set Coordinate
Response Measure (CRM) speech-in-speech task (Marrone et al., 2008).
The current study aimed to more directly compare the benefits to speech intelligibility of
spatial separation and voice familiarity. I used an objective measure (spatial separation
between target and maskers) to quantify the familiar-voice benefit to intelligibility. I also
examined whether, and how, these acoustic (spatial) and cognitive (familiarity) cues
interact with one another. I used the symmetric masker paradigm with spatial separations
ranging from 0°–90° in order to compare intelligibility of a personally familiar voice to
that of an unfamiliar voice in the presence of an unfamiliar masking talker (producing
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two different sentences). The target voice was either familiar, such as the listener’s friend
or romantic partner, or unfamiliar (the friend or partner of another listener). The two
maskers were always different sentences and are spoken by an unfamiliar voice different
from the target voice. I measured the magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit to
intelligibility, and cast this in terms of the degrees of spatial separation required to
produce a benefit of equal magnitude (relative to the collocated condition) when the
target voice is unfamiliar. I compared the benefits of voice familiarity and spatial
separation on intelligibility at three different TMRs (-3, 0, or 6 dB).

3.2 Method
3.2.1

Participants

Participants were nine pairs of friends, siblings, roommates, or romantic couples, who
were naturally familiar with each other’s voices. Pairs of participants had known each
other for longer than six months (median = 4.7 years, interquartile range [IQR] = 5.7) and
reported that they spoke to each other between 3 and 90 hours per week (median = 21
hours, IQR = 18.9). The 18 participants (6 male, 12 female) were 18–33 years of age
(median = 20.5 years, IQR = 6.8). Participants were native Canadian English speakers
with no known history of speech or hearing impairments. Participants were measured
using pure-tone audiometry and had 4-frequency (0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) average hearing
thresholds of 20 dB HL or better in each ear.
This experiment was approved by the Non-Medical Research Ethics Board at the
University of Western Ontario. Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior
to testing.
One pair completed the recording sessions but did not return for the listening task and
one participant’s data was dropped from the analysis due to experimenter error. Data
from the remaining 15 participants were analyzed.
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3.2.2

Apparatus

The experiment was conducted in a single-walled sound-attenuating booth (Eckel
Industries, Model CL-13 LP MR). Participants sat in a chair facing a 24-inch LCD
monitor (either ViewSonic VG2433SMH or Dell G2410t).
Speech stimuli were recorded using a Sennheiser e845-S microphone connected
to a Steinberg UR22 mkII sound card (Steinberg Media Technologies) and were
delivered binaurally through Grado Labs SR224 headphones. Recordings were made and
edited using Audacity (version 2.0.3) software.

3.2.3

Stimuli

Stimuli were sentences from the Boston University Gerald corpus (BUG; Kidd, Best, &
Mason, 2008). The sentences in this corpus are of the format “<Name> <past-tense verb>
<number> <adjective> <noun>”. I used a subset of 480 sentences containing two names
(“Bob” and “Pat”), eight verbs (“bought,” “sold”, “found,” “lost,” “took,” “gave,” “held,”
“saw”), eight numbers (“three”, “four”, “five”, “six”, “eight”, “nine”, “ten”), eight
adjectives (“blue”, “red”, “hot” cold”, “big”, “small”, “old’, “new”), and eight nouns
(“hats”, “bags”, “shoes”, “socks”, “pens” “gloves”, “toys”, “cards”). An example is “Pat
held three blue hats”.
Unlike the original corpus in which individual words were recorded in citation form, my
participants were recorded speaking complete sentences (480 in total, recorded in mono
sound; 44.1 kHz sampling rate). Participants were shown a sentence on the screen and a
vertical bar moved across the sentence from left to right (Holmes, 2018). Participants
were instructed to read the words in the sentence as the bar moved over them, in an effort
to maintain a consistent speaking rate throughout the recording session. All sentences
were normalized to the same root mean square (RMS) amplitude and each had a duration
of approximately two seconds.
Throughout the experiment, each participant heard sentences spoken by three different
talkers. These included one familiar voice—that of the participant’s partner—and two
unfamiliar voices (who were the familiar voices of other participants). All voices were
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presented once as familiar and twice as unfamiliar, except for the three participants
whose data were not analysed; their voices were only presented as unfamiliar.
The recorded sentences were presented binaurally over headphones using virtual spatial
cues in the azimuth plane. Binaural stimuli were created by convolving the speech signal
with anechoic head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) measured on a KEMAR
mannequin.
Acoustic stimuli were presented at a comfortable listening level (approximately 67 dB
SPL). Across trials, the overall amplitude of the stimuli was roved over a range of 3 dB
(in 6 equally spaced levels) to ensure that participants could not use the amplitude of
either the target or the masker sentences as a cue to identify the target sentence.

3.2.4

Procedure

On each trial, participants were presented with three sentences. The target sentence,
which was presented at 0° azimuth (i.e., in front of the participant), was spoken in one
voice. The two masker sentences were spoken in a second (always unfamiliar) voice of
the same sex as the target. They were either collocated with the target (i.e., also presented
at 0° azimuth), or were separated symmetrically about the target at ± 5, 10, 15, 25, 45, or
90° azimuth. A schematic of stimulus configuration is shown in Figure 7A-B. The target
sentence always began with a particular name word (“Bob” in one half of the experiment,
“Pat” in the other; order counterbalanced across participants). The two masker sentences
began with the other name word. The four remaining words were always different in the
three sentences. Participants were asked to identify the four words in the target sentence
by clicking the words on a screen (Figure 7C). The response screen was visible
throughout the entire experiment.
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Figure 7. Procedure used in listening sessions. In the collocated condition (A), the
target, T, and masker sentences, M1 and M2, were played virtually at 0 degrees
azimuth. In the spatially separated condition (B), the target was played at 0 degrees
azimuth, and the two masker sentences were played symmetrically about the target
at 5, 10, 15, 25, 45, and 90 degrees azimuth. Participants tracked the target voice
and responded by choosing one word (by a mouse press) from each column on the
response screen (C) according to what they had heard in the target sentence,
indicated by the target name (in this example, “Bob”).

I tested listeners in two familiarity conditions. In the Familiar Target (FT) condition, the
target sentence was spoken in the familiar voice, and the two masker sentences were
spoken in one of the two unfamiliar voices (half of trials in each of the two unfamiliar
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voices). In the Both Unfamiliar (BU) condition, the target was spoken by one of the
unfamiliar voices, and the two masker sentences were spoken by the other unfamiliar
voice (each unfamiliar voice was the target on half of the trials).
The target and masker sentences were presented at target-to-masker ratios (TMRs) of -3,
0, and 6 dB, defined as the ratio between the target and each individual masker. TMRs
were maintained while the overall level of the combined stimuli was roved.
There were 16 trials of each combination of the two familiarity conditions, seven spatial
configurations, and three TMRs—producing a total of 672 trials for each participant.
Trials were presented in blocks of 48: each condition was presented three times per block
in random order. Participants were given the option to take a short break between blocks.

3.2.5

Data analysis

Speech intelligibility was calculated as the proportion of words (out of a possible 64; 4
words in each of the 16 trials) that each participant correctly identified from the target
sentence in each condition. Chance performance for each word was 1/8 or 12.5%. These
proportions were then normalized into rationalized arcsin units (RAU) (Studebaker,
1985). To determine the effects of voice familiarity and spatial separation on speech
intelligibility, I conducted a three-way repeated measures ANOVA on RAU-transformed
data, with Familiarity, Spatial Separation, and TMR as within-subjects variables.
Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity was violated for the main
effects of TMR [χ2(2) = 36.4, p<.001] and Spatial Separation [χ2(20) = 51.1, p<.001], and
for the interactions between Familiarity and TMR [χ2(2) = 12.9, p=.002], and between
Familiarity and Spatial Separation [χ2(20) = 40.71, p=.005]. Thus, these effects are
reported with Greenhouse-Geisser correction. Pairwise comparisons are reported with
Sidak correction for multiple comparisons.
In order to determine the equivalence point, or the degrees of spatial separation
that produces spatial release from masking equivalent to the familiar-voice benefit, I used
the lsqcurvefit function on MATLAB R2014b (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) to fit the
data to the following three-parameter exponential function:
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𝑦 = 𝑎(𝑒 𝑏𝑥 ) + 𝑐
Where a, b, and c are free parameters, and x is spatial separation in degrees.
I then used the function fitted to the Both Unfamiliar data to estimate the degrees of
spatial separation that produced an improvement in accuracy equivalent to the average
intelligibility in the Familiar Target condition when the maskers were collocated (at 0°).
This was done for each TMR separately.

3.3 Results
3.3.1

Familiarity, spatial separation, and TMR affect intelligibility

Figure 8 illustrates the effects of spatial separation and familiarity factors on RAUtransformed proportions of correct words. Intelligibility was significantly better when the
target sentence was spoken in the familiar voice (mean = 86.69%, SE = 3.69%) than
when it was spoken in the unfamiliar voice (mean = 72.44%, SE = 2.06%) [F(1, 14) =
23.55, p < .001, ω2 = .58].
The main effect of Spatial Separation was also significant [F(2.01, 28.14) =
56.43, p < .001, ω2 = .78]. Comparing adjacent spatial separation conditions,
intelligibility was significantly better for greater spatial separations between 0° and 25°
(0–5°: p = .028; 5–10°: p = .04; 10–15°: p = .035; 15–25°: p = .011). However,
intelligibility did not improve between 25°, 45°, and 90° (ps ≥ .23).
Intelligibility also improved significantly with increasing TMR [F(1.07, 14.98) =
236.43, p < .001, ω2 = .94]. Intelligibility was significantly better at 6 dB (mean = 95.77,
SE = 2.04) than at 0 dB (mean = 77.44, SE = 2.82) (p < .001), and better at 0 dB than at
-3 dB (mean = 65.34, SE = 3.22) (p < .001).
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Figure 8. RAU transform of mean percentage of words correct by spatial separation
at (A) -3 dB, (B) 0 dB, and (C) 6 dB TMR. The markers represent RAU transformed
group mean data for the Familiar Target (black) condition and Both Unfamiliar
(grey) condition. Data points show group means. Error bars are ±1 standard error
of the mean.
The interaction between TMR and Spatial Separation was significant [F(12, 168) =
13.05, p < .001, ω2 = .44], probably due to uniformly high performance in the most
favourable TMR condition (+6 dB). At -3 dB and 0 dB TMR, intelligibility at 0° was
worse than at all greater separations, intelligibility at 5° and 10° separation was
significantly worse than at 45° and 90° ), and performance at 15° was worse than at 45°
(4.24 ≤ ts(14) ≤ 11.25, ps ≤ .017. In addition, at -3 dB TMR, intelligibility at 15° was
worse than at 90° (t(14) =4.81, p=.006). All of these results are consistent with spatial
release from masking. Compared to the lower TMRs, at +6 dB, spatial cues had less of an
effect on intelligibility. At +6dB TMR, intelligibility at 0° was worse than at 10°, 15°,
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and 45° (3.83 ≤ ts(14) ≤ 4.26, ps ≤ .038), intelligibility at 5° was worse than at 45° and
90° (4.90 ≤ ts(14) ≤ 5.28, ps ≤ .005), whereas intelligibility at 15° did not differ from any
greater spatial separations (ps = 1.00).
Figure 9 displays the familiar-voice benefit by TMR and spatial separation. The
interaction between Familiarity and TMR was significant [F(2, 28)=8.04, p=.008, ω2 =
.31], again likely because performance was high at +6 dB TMR. The familiar-voice
benefit was significantly greater at 0 dB (mean = 15.60%, SE = 3.35) and -3 dB (mean =
19.13%, SE = 4.52) than at 6 dB (mean = 7.71%, SE = 1.54) TMR (2.95 ≤ ts(14) ≤ 3.01,
ps ≤ .03).
Familiarity and Spatial Separation also interacted significantly [F(2.7, 37.85) = 8.37,
p<.001, ω2 = .32], such that talker familiarity was more beneficial at smaller spatial
separations. The familiar-voice benefit was larger at 0° than at 15° (t(14) = 3.71, p=.048)
and larger at 5° than at 45° and 90° (3.74 ≤ ts(14) ≤ 3.76, ps ≤.045).
Lastly, there was a significant three-way interaction between Familiarity, TMR, and
Spatial Separation [F(12, 168)=2.25, p=.012, ω2=.08]. Again, the generally high
performance at 6 dB (see Figure 8C) for even unfamiliar talkers made for weaker effects
of familiar voices and spatial separation than in the other two TMR conditions: At 6 dB
TMR, the familiar-voice benefit did not differ across spatial separations (ps≥.09),
whereas at -3 and 0 dB TMR, the familiar-voice benefit was greater at small separations
than larger separations. This interaction is explained by a significantly greater familiarvoice benefit at 5° than at 45° and 90° at -3 dB TMR (4.03 ≤ ts(14) ≤ 4.30, ps ≤ .026),
and at 0° compared to 15° and 45° at 0 dB TMR (3.85 ≤ ts(14) ≤ 4.67, ps ≤ .037).
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Figure 9. Familiar-voice benefit (difference percentage of correct words identified
between the Familiar Target and Both Unfamiliar Condition) at each spatial
separation and TMR (-3 dB TMR = circles, 0 dB TMR = triangles, 6 dB TMR =
squares). Data points show group means. Error bars are ±1 standard error of the
mean. Statistical analyses were based on RAU-transformed data of the familiarvoice benefit.

3.3.2

Sex of listener or his/her familiar voice does not affect
intelligibility

I conducted a repeated measures ANOVA as above, and added sex of listener and sex of
familiar voice as between-subjects factors and found that neither had a significant effect
on intelligibility (ps ≥ .28), or a significant interaction with familiarity, TMR, or spatial
separation (ps ≥ .06).

3.3.3

Equivalence between familiar-voice benefit and spatial
release from masking

Neither benefit from familiarity nor spatial separation is possible when a target that is
spoken in an unfamiliar voice, on the midline, is masked by two collocated sentences
spoken in another unfamiliar voice. This served as the baseline condition against which to
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measure benefits from familiarity and spatial separation. The benefit of a familiar voice
was calculated by subtracting intelligibility in the baseline condition from intelligibility
in the condition in which the maskers were collocated but the target was familiar.
I then fitted the three-parameter exponential function to averaged Familiar Target (FT)
and Both Unfamiliar (BU) data; see Figure 10. The functions provided good fits to the
data, with residuals smaller than .045 for each data point. Using the function fitted to the
BU data, I then determined the spatial separation that yielded benefit equivalent in
magnitude to the familiar-voice benefit (the “equivalence point”), separately at each
TMR. At -3 dB TMR, the equivalence point was ±17.1 degrees. At 0 dB TMR, the
equivalence point was ±14.6 degrees. At 6 dB TMR, the equivalence point was ±17.0
degrees.

Figure 10. Proportion of correct words as a function of spatial separation at -3 dB
(A), 0 dB (B), and 6 dB (C) TMR. The markers represent raw speech intelligibility
data in the Familiar Target (black) or Both Unfamiliar (grey) condition. The lines
are exponential functions fitted to the raw data. Data points show group means.
Error bars are ±1 standard error of the mean.
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Next, I quantified the familiar-voice benefit in terms of TMR. When maskers and target
were collocated on the midline, participants were 20% more accurate in reporting words
spoken by a familiar voice than an unfamiliar voice (averaged across TMRs). In order to
quantify this benefit in dB, I fit a linear regression line to the Both Unfamiliar condition
when target and masker were collocated at 0° and interpolated the TMR that yields the
same accuracy as that in the Familiar Target at -3 dB (collocated). Figure 11 shows the
intelligibility in the Familiar Target and Both Unfamiliar conditions at each TMR for
collocated (Figure 11A) and ±90° separated (Figure 11B) data. Since I only used 3
TMRs, this is necessarily a rather gross estimate. This is equal to a release from masking
of 5.1 dB. When target and maskers were separated by 90°, participants were only 6%
more accurate when the target voice was familiar, which is equal to release from masking
of 4.4 dB.

Figure 11. Intelligibility of the Familiar Target (black) and Both Unfamiliar (grey)
conditions for (A) Collocated and (B) Spatially Separated data at ±90° as a function
of TMR. Dashed lines are the linear regressions for each condition. Data points
show group means. Error bars are ±1 standard error of the mean.

3.4 Discussion
My results replicate the familiar-target benefit to intelligibility, consistent with previous
studies (Domingo et al., in revision [Chapter 2]; Holmes et al., 2018; Johnsrude et al.,
2013; Nygaard & Pisoni, 1998), and extend this by showing a familiar-target benefit in a
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three-sentence mixture produced by two voices. When materials were spatially collocated
(at 0°) participants correctly reported an average of 20% more words in the Familiar
Target than in the Both Unfamiliar condition. These results are highly consistent with
previous studies from our laboratory on demographically similar participants, that have
found an average improvement in intelligibility of approximately 15% when a familiar,
compared to unfamiliar, voice is the target (Domingo et al., in revision [Chapter 2];
Holmes et al., 2018; Johnsrude et al., 2013).
Here, I measured the improvement in intelligibility from a familiar voice to be equivalent
to the benefit provided by 14–17°of spatial separation, depending on TMR. In fact, this
range of spatial separations produced almost the largest benefit to intelligibility observed
in this experiment, because intelligibility plateaued at spatial separations above 15°.
Intelligibility at larger separations (25°, 45°, and 90°) were not significantly different
from each other (84.4%, 87.0%, and 85.1%, respectively), although they were all
significantly better than at 15° (80.2%).
My finding that spatial separation only improves intelligibility up to ±25° is broadly
consistent with previous studies showing that spatial release from masking plateaus at
large spatial separations. When comparing the intelligibility of a target at 0° in the
presence of symmetrically separated speech maskers, the benefit of increasing spatial
separation from ±30° to ±90° was only ~0.8 dB (Noble & Perrett, 2002) and 1.5 dB
(Yost, 2017). These results are similar to those of Jones & Litovksy (2008) who found
that spatial release from masking at 45° accounted for majority of the spatial release from
masking observed at 90°, reinforcing the idea that spatial release from masking does not
have a linear relationship with spatial separation.
Spatial separations of ±90° have been shown to provide a release from masking up to
approximately 4 dB (Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1992), 6 dB (Yost, 2017), and 12 dB
(Marrone et al., 2008). Findings were influenced by task differences, particularly the
number of words participants were required to report. The studies in which listeners
reported one word (Yost, 2017) or two words (Marrone et al., 2008) showed higher
spatial release from masking compared to studies in which listeners were required to
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report short sentences (Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1992). The current study also required
listeners to report words from a short sentence, with the exception of the first (i.e., Name)
word, which was used to identify the target. Using TMRs between -3 and 6 dB, release
from masking at ±90° was 4.4 dB, which is highly similar to the findings of Bronkhorst
and Plomp (1992).
In a previous study (Marrone et al., 2008) that presented symmetric maskers,
intelligibility increased with greater spatial separations and reached a maximum at around
45°. Although this is greater than the 25° peak I found in the current study, Marrone et al.
(2008) did not include any spatial separations between 15° and 45° in their study. It is
possible that if a condition at around 25° was included, they may have observed a plateau
in intelligibility at that condition. Differences could also be due to task, where Marrone et
al. (2008) used the CRM corpus (Bolia, Nelson, Ericson, & Simpson, 2000) and I used
the BUG task (Kidd et al., 2008), but recorded as complete sentences by the participants.
The differences could also be due to differences in TMR: Marrone et al. (2008) presented
stimuli at -5.7 dB and -9.3 dB TMR for 15° and 45° separations, respectively. These
TMRs are lower than any used in the current study.
Taken together, Johnsrude et al. (2013) and Domingo et al. (in revision; [Chapter 2])
found that the release from masking from a collocated familiar target voice ranges from 2
dB to over 9 dB (approximately 10–15% improvement in intelligibility) at TMRs of -3 to
-6 dB, suggesting that the release from masking benefit of a familiar voice is
commensurate with or even larger than that of a 90° spatial separation reported in
previous studies. In the collocated condition of the current study, release from masking
benefit of a familiar voice was 5.1 dB (approximately 20% improvement in
intelligibility). These results highlight the effectiveness of voice familiarity as a facilitator
of intelligibility.
The familiar-voice benefit at smaller spatial separations was significantly larger than at
bigger spatial separations (see Figure 8), particularly at low TMRs (-3 dB and 0 dB).
This effect cannot be solely attributed to ceiling effects at large spatial separations
because I observed the same pattern at the lowest TMR (-3 dB); at this TMR,
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intelligibility did not exceed 85%. These results suggest that listeners use voice
familiarity to improve intelligibility in challenging listening conditions (i.e., at low spatial
separations), but perhaps not as much at higher spatial separations, when acoustic cues
are sufficient to identify words in the target sentence.
Voices were counterbalanced so each familiar voice served as the unfamiliar voice for
two other participants. At a group level, the acoustics of the voices used as familiar and
as unfamiliar voices were therefore identical to each other, and so I focus here
exclusively on group level data. Acoustics were not matched at the individual level,
therefore investigating individual differences is not possible in the current study. This
limitation may be overcome in future research using a training paradigm in which all
participants are presented with the same voices, and different subsets of these voices are
familiar for different participants.

3.4.1

Conclusion

This paper is the first to directly compare the benefits of voice familiarity and spatial
separation on intelligibility. I replicated previous studies showing substantial benefits
from both naturally familiar voices and from spatial separation. Moreover, I
demonstrated that the familiar-voice benefit is equivalent to spatial release from masking
provided by 14-17° of symmetric spatial separation in three-talker listening, and also
provided the first data demonstrating a potential trade-off between these cues—my
results suggest that individuals rely less on familiar voice information when acoustic cues
such as spatial separation and TMR are sufficient to segregate simultaneous speech
streams.
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Chapter 4

4

Comparing the neural correlates of familiar-voice
processing and spatial release from masking

4.1 Introduction
To communicate in noisy environments, listeners must perceptually segregate
simultaneous sounds into separate speech streams and attend to a specific stream while
tuning out all other competing sounds. Having prior knowledge with a person’s voice has
been shown to improve intelligibility in noisy environments. Studies from our lab have
shown that a familiar target voice is up to 10-20% more intelligible than an unfamiliar
target voice in the presence of a single masker (Domingo et al., in revision [Chapter 2];
Holmes et al., 2018; Johnsrude et al. 2013). In a symmetric masking paradigm, where
two maskers are symmetrically separated by 5-90° from a centrally located target, a
familiar voice is 10-30% more intelligible than an unfamiliar voice at -3 dB TMR
(Domingo, Holmes, Macpherson, & Johnsrude., in preparation [Chapter 3]). These
studies demonstrate the effectiveness of a familiar target voice as a facilitator of
intelligibility across different tasks.
In general, voices activate the superior temporal gyri (STG) bilaterally, as well areas in
the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and postcentral gyrus (Aglieri et al., 2018; Pernet et al.,
2015). Studies investigating how the brain is organized to support recognition and
discrimination of familiar voices have produced mixed results. A recent review of clinical
research examining face, voice, and name recognition (Barton & Corrow, 2016) suggests
that right temporal lobe lesions can selectively impair either voice or face familiarity. In
neurotypical participants, activation in response to voice identity tasks as been observed
in right anterior temporal lobe (Nakamura et al., 2001; von Kriegstein, Eger,
Kleinschmidt, & Giraud, 2003), in left anterior temporal lobe (Latinus, Crabbe, & Belin,
2011; Nakamura et al., 2001), in bilateral middle and inferior temporal lobe (Bethmann et
al., 2012; Birkett et al., 2007; von Kriegstein et al., 2005), in prefrontal cortex (Latinus et
al., 2011; Zäske et al., 2017), and lastly, in the precuneus (Nakamura et al., 2001; von
Kriegstein et al., 2003; von Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004). The discrepancies in these
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results could be due the nature of the familiar voice used. In some cases, the familiar
voice was trained (Latinus et al., 2011; von Kriegstein et al., 2003; Zäske et al., 2017), or
was personally known to the participant (Birkett et al., 2007; Nakamura et al., 2001; von
Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004; von Kriegstein et al., 2005), or belonged to a famous person
with whom participants were familiar (Bethmann et al., 2012). Notably, the majority
fMRI studies that used personally familiar voices (Birkett et al., 2007; von Kriegstein &
Giraud, 2004; von Kriegstein et al., 2005) and one of the studies that used trained
familiar voices (von Kriegstein et al., 2003) all found activation for familiar voices in
Brodmann Area (BA) 21.
Discrepancies in voice recognition areas could also be attributed to task differences. In
some tasks, listeners were trained to associate voices with names and identified the name
of the voice that produced a word or vowel sound from a set of options (Latinus et al.,
2011). In a similar task, listeners were trained on a set of voices and were tested on
whether the voices were ‘old’ (i.e., part of the training phase) or ‘new’ (i.e., not presented
in the training phase). Other studies required listeners to make explicit familiarity
decisions about the stimuli. For example, listeners were asked to discriminate between
familiar from unfamiliar voices using a button press (Birkett et al. 2007). A more
challenging version of this task was used by Bethmann et al. (2012) and Nakamura et al.
(2001) in which listeners not only had to identify if the voice was familiar, but also had to
indicate if they could identify the talker by name.
Von Kriegstein and Giraud (2004) suggest that there is functional dissociation between
anterior and posterior regions of the right superior temporal sulcus (STS) and may
explain why different voice recognition tasks activate different areas of the brain. In the
‘voice condition’ of this study, listeners were played a target sentence, and pressed one
button if the subsequent sentences in the block were spoken by the same voice as the
target, and another button if the voice was different. In the ‘sentence’ condition, listeners
were asked to press a button if all the words in the sentences in the block were the same
as in the target sentence. Results showed that attending to the voice instead of the words
activated the right anterior and posterior STS, but only the posterior STS activated in
response to an unfamiliar voice. Researchers therefore conclude that the right anterior
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STS is active during voice recognition, and the posterior STS is active in processing nonverbal acoustic form. Interestingly, in this study, neither anterior nor posterior STS
activated in response to familiar voices. Instead, the areas that selectively responded to
familiar voices were not part of the temporal lobe and included the precuneus, amygdala,
and parahippocampal gyrus. This is consistent with other work that shows that the
precuneus is involved in recognition processes (Dorfel, Werner, Schaefer, von Kummer,
& Karl, 2007).
The differences in activation between anterior and posterior STS have been explored
more deeply by Schall, Kiebel, Maess, and von Kriegstein (2014). Overall, the posterior
STS showed greater activity for voice recognition than speech recognition, whereas the
anterior STS showed the opposite pattern. However, only anterior STS activity was
correlated with behavioural performance. Participants who were better at recognizing
voices had higher anterior STS activity in the voice recognition task compared to the
speech recognition task.
Aside from voice familiarity, another cue that has been shown to produce a considerable
benefit to speech intelligibility is the spatial separation between simultaneous speech
streams. Spatial cues include interaural time differences (ITDs), interaural level
differences (ILDs), and spectral cues. Spatial separations of 90° provide an increase in
intelligibility of about 4 dB (Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1992), 5 dB (Noble & Perrett, 2002), 6
dB (Yost, 2017), and 12.6 dB (Marrone et al., 2008). Some of these studies also show a
comparably large benefit at smaller spatial separations. Specifically, spatial separations of
±30° produced a benefit of 4.2 (Noble & Perrett) and 4.5 dB (Yost, 2017) and separations
of ±45° produced a benefit of 5.8 (Yost, 2017) and 12.3 dB (Marrone et al., 2008). In
comparison, a familiar target voice produces an intelligibility benefit of about 2-9 dB
compared to an unfamiliar novel voice at TMRs of -3 to -6 dB (Johnsrude et al., 2013;
Domingo et al. in revision [Chapter 2]). In a symmetrical masker paradigm with TMRs
between -3 and 6 dB, the benefit of a familiar target voice is 4.4 dB (Domingo et al. in
preparation [Chapter 3]). Together, these behavioural results show that a familiar voice
produces an intelligibility benefit comparable to 30-90° of spatial separation.
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Changes in spatial separation in the azimuth plane between concurrent sounds have been
shown to be processed in Heschl’s gyrus, planum temporale, and surrounding cortical
areas (Shiell et al., 2018). Further, changes in sound location are a strong activator of the
posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) (Barrett & Hall, 2006) and planum temporale
(Warren & Griffiths, 2003), suggesting that posterior auditory cortex areas are sensitive
to spatial information (Ahveninen, Kopco, & Jääskeläinen, 2014). The planum temporale
appears to play a functional role computing the sound objects and locations that most
likely produced the spectrotemporal pattern represented in the primary auditory cortex
(Griffiths & Warren, 2002).
Sound localization tasks also recruit the precuneus (Kryklywy, Macpherson, Greening, &
Mitchell, 2013) and other inferior and posterior parietal areas (Arnott et al., 2004; Coull
& Nobre, 1998; Zimmer, Lewald, Erb, & Karnath, 2006; Zündorf et al., 2016). The
precuneus has also been implicated in visual-spatial tasks (Wolbers, Hegarty, Buchel, &
Loomis, 2008), suggesting that the spatial information processed in the precuneus is not
modality specific.
Areas in the temporal lobe appear to be sensitive to intelligible speech, particularly in the
left hemisphere. For example, when speech intelligibility is manipulated using varying
speech-to-noise ratios, areas of the brain that respond to more intelligible speech include
bilateral anterior and posterior temporal regions and the left IFG (Zekveld et al., 2006).
Davis and Johnsrude (2003) used normal speech, speech segmented with signalcorrelated noise, noise-vocoded speech, and speech in noise to create different levels of
intelligibility and observed bilateral activation in the STG and MTG in response to
intelligible speech but with more widespread activation in the left hemisphere. When
listeners were presented with normal, noise-vocoded, and spectrally rotated speech, areas
associated with processing intelligible speech were identified in the anterior and posterior
left temporal lobe (Narain et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2000).
Voice familiarity and spatial separations appear to provide large improvements to
intelligibility but have been studied separately. Although cortical regions associated with
familiar voice recognition and integration of spatial information have been identified,
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what remains unclear is if these two features (familiarity and spatial distance from
masker) improve intelligibility by recruiting similar areas of the brain. The goal of this
experiment is to use fMRI to compare the patterns of neural responses to each feature and
determine whether they improve intelligibility using similar mechanisms.
I used a symmetrical masking paradigm to measure the degrees of spatial separation
between two unfamiliar voices that produced the same level of intelligibility as a familiar
voice for each participant. Although the current experiment also aims to investigate
intelligibility areas, it is distinct from the previous work described above because voice
familiarity conditions are acoustically nearly identical (across the group). Therefore, any
activation observed from contrasting familiar voices with unfamiliar voices is not simply
due to acoustic differences between conditions. Then, I presented speech with this spatial
separation (as well as collocated speech) in a simplified version of the task used in
previous familiarity work in our lab (Domingo et al., in revision [Chapter 2]; Domingo et
al., in preparation [Chapter 3]; Holmes et al., 2018). In this task, listeners were presented
with a sentence on the screen and are asked to respond by button press if the sentence
matches the target that they heard. The change in task was primarily due to the
requirements of fMRI research, in which participants are required to keep as still as
possible and have very limited range of movement while inside the bore. Further,
participants had to provide a response within a limited window of time before the next
trial began. Therefore, a simplified intelligibility task was necessary to identify and
compare brain networks recruited for speech perception facilitated by a familiar voice
and facilitated by spatial separation.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1

Participants

Participants were recruited in pairs to ensure natural familiarity with one another’s
voices. Participant pairs could either be friends, roommates, dating couples, or spouses.
Thirty-one individuals (15 females) were recruited to be in this study (15 pairs, plus one
participant whose partner provided voice recordings in a previous experiment).
Participants had a mean age of 25.64 years (SD = 5.53), had known each other an average
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of 6.24 years (SD = 4.02), and reported speaking to each other an average of 19.86 hours
a week (SD = 15.37). All participants spoke English fluently without an accent (to a
native speaker of southwestern Ontario English) and had no known speech or
neurological impairments.
One participant was excluded due to abnormal hearing in the left ear. All other
participants had normal hearing with a pure-tone average hearing threshold below 25 dB
SPL in both ears. Two participants failed to return for the behavioural-only session, three
participants did not complete the fMRI session due to light-headedness and
claustrophobia, and two participants had incomplete data due to technical errors.
Complete datasets were obtained from 23 participants.
This project was approved by the Western University Non-Medical Research Ethics
Board. Informed consent was given by all participants before proceeding with the
experiment.

4.2.2

Apparatus

The speech recordings and preliminary behavioural session were conducted in a singlewall sound attenuating booth (Eckel Industries, Model CL-13 LP MR). Participants sat in
a chair facing a 24-inch LCD monitor (either ViewSonic VG2433SMH or Dell G2410t).
Speech stimuli were recorded using a Sennheiser e845-S microphone connected to a
Steinberg UR22 mkII sound card (Steinberg Media Technologies) and were delivered
binaurally through Grado Labs SR224 headphones. Recordings were made using
Audacity (version 2.0.3).
In the preliminary behavioural-only session, auditory and visual stimuli were presented
using an in-house script written in MATLAB R2014b (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA)
over Grado Labs SR25 headphones. For the fMRI session, auditory stimuli was delivered
using MRI-compatible Sensimetric Insert Earphones. Stimuli in the fMRI session were
generated and presented using a modified version of the same script as was used in the
behavioural-only session.
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4.2.3

Stimuli

Sentence stimuli for this experiment were taken from the Boston University Gerald
corpus (BUG; Kidd, Best, & Mason, 2008). The sentences in this corpus follow the
format <Name> <verb><number> <adjective><noun>. A subset of 480 sentences were
constructed following this format. Table 1 (in Chapter 1) contains all possible options for
each word type. An example of a sentence used in this experiment is “Pat held three blue
hats”. Sentences were recorded by each participant in mono sound at a 44 kHz sampling
rate. Each sentence had an average duration of 2.5 seconds and was normalized to the
same root mean square (RMS) amplitude.
These stimuli were processed to create binaural signals containing virtual spatial cues and
presented over headphones. Binaural stimuli were created by convolving the speech
signal with anechoic head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) measured on a KEMAR
mannequin. The binaural stimuli were then added to simulate speech originating from
their assigned locations in space. Spatial locations were manipulated in azimuth only.
The relative target and masker intensities were set to a target-to-masker ratio (TMR) of -3
dB, defined as the ratio between the target and each individual masker. A previous study
showed that participants demonstrated a familiar-voice benefit to intelligibility at this
TMR without reaching ceiling (Domingo et al., in preparation [Chapter 3]). Acoustic
stimuli were presented at a comfortable listening level-- approximately 67 dB SPL – but
roved over a range of 3 dB (in 6 equally spaced levels) to ensure that participants could
not use the amplitude of either sentence as a cue to identify the target sentence.

4.2.4
4.2.4.1

Experimental procedure
Behavioural-only session: Determining the magnitude of
the familiar-voice benefit for each participant

The purpose of this session was to measure the degrees of spatial separation that provided
an equivalent intelligibility benefit as a familiar voice for each participant. The spatial
separation value determined for each participant from this session was used in their fMRI
session.
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Participants returned approximately two weeks after the recording session (mean days of
after recording session = 17 days, SD = 11). The sentences recorded in the first session
served as auditory stimuli for this task. Participants were seated in a soundbooth and
presented with three sentences played simultaneously. Participants were instructed to
attend to the sentence beginning with the name shown on the screen. After the sentences
were played, the remainder of the sentence (<verb> <number> <adjective> <noun>) was
presented on the screen, and participants decided whether the sentence on the screen
matched the sentence in the auditory mixture that began with the word shown on the
screen earlier in the trial. The visual cue was a match for 50% of the trials and a
mismatch for the remaining 50% of trials, and were presented in random order. The
matched visual cue contained all four words from the target sentence. The mismatched
visual cue was constructed such that three out of the four words were from the target
sentence, and one word was from either masker sentence. Participants indicated that the
visual cue sentence was a match or not a match by giving a keypress response. The visual
cue remained on the screen until a response was given.
This task was self-paced, so trial lengths and experimental duration varied between
participants. The next trial began immediately after the keypress response was received.
Figure 12A shows a schematic of the behavioural task.
Speech stimuli were presented in two voice conditions: (1) Familiar Target (FT), in
which the target sentence was spoken by the participant’s partner, and the two (different)
masker sentences were spoken by the same unfamiliar talker (the familiar voice for
another participant in the study), and (2) Both Unfamiliar (BU), in which the target
sentence, and the two masker sentences, were spoken by two different unfamiliar talkers.
The virtual spatial locations of the auditory stimuli followed a symmetrical masker
paradigm, in which the target was always presented at 0° azimuth, and the maskers were
presented either at 0° (i.e., collocated with the target), or symmetrically separated about
the target at 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, or 45° degrees on either side of the target (7 spatial
conditions in total). Participants were not informed of the target location and were only
cued by the target name. Because the goal of this session was to determine the degrees of
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spatial separation that produces the same intelligibility benefit as a familiar voice
(without any other cues), stimuli in the Familiar Target condition were always presented
at 0° (collocated) only. Figure 12B shows the different conditions used in this session.

Figure 12. Schematic of task (A) and experimental design (B) for behavioural-only
session.
There were a total of eight conditions in this session: Familiar Target at 0° only, and Both
Unfamiliar at all seven spatial conditions. Participants completed a total of 30 trials in
each condition, totaling 240 trials. Each of the two unfamiliar voices were presented an
equal number of times in each condition. For example, in the one Familiar Target
(collocated) condition, one unfamiliar voice was used as the masker for 15 trials and a
different unfamiliar voice was used as the masker for the remaining 15 trials. Participants
were invited to take a short break after the first 120 trials.
From this session, the degrees of spatial separation that provides an equivalent release
from masking as a (collocated) familiar voice was determined for each participant. These
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individual spatial separation values were used in the ‘spatially separated’ condition in the
fMRI session.

4.2.4.2

fMRI data acquisition

MRI data was acquired using a Siemens 3T Magnetom Prisma Fit at the Center for
Metabolic Mapping at the Robarts Research Institute at Western University using a 32channel head coil. Functional scans consisted of eight multiband echo-planar runs of 89
volumes each. Echo planar imaging (EPI) data were acquired using an interleaved silent
steady state (ISSS) acquisition sequence (Schwarzbauer et al., 2005) to maintain T1related signal during volume acquisition and temporal resolution within trials and to
avoid further masking sentence stimuli with scanner noise. Each TR consisted of two
1000 ms scans followed by 7000 ms of silence, during which sentence stimuli were
presented. During the silent period, seven dummy scans were done (TR = 1000 ms)
consisting of relatively silent slice-selective excitation pulses to maintain longitudinal
magnetization at a steady state. During each TR, 51 slices were acquired in oblique
orientation with a spatial resolution of 2.7 mm2. For two participants, images were
acquired using a 64-channel head coil due to technical difficulties with the 32-channel
coil. Anatomical MPRAGE scans covering the whole brain were acquired for image
coregistration and normalization (1 mm3 voxels, 176 slices, TR = 2300 ms, TE = 2.98
ms).

4.2.4.3

fMRI session: Identifying regions of the brain that are
sensitive to release from masking from familiar voices and
spatial cues

The intelligibility task for the fMRI session was the same as behavioural-only session,
except only two spatial conditions were used: collocated and spatially separated. The
maskers in the spatially separated conditions were presented at the spatial separation that
was determined in the behavioural-only session to produce equal accuracy as the Familiar
Target condition. A Familiar Masker condition, in which the two masker sentences were
spoken by the participant’s partner, and the target voice was unfamiliar to the participant
(but was the familiar voice of another participant), was also included in this session, in
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order to ensure that participants attend to the target sentence and not simply to a familiar
voice when it was present.
The same speech recordings used in the behavioural-only session were used in the fMRI
session but were divided into six Speech conditions: (1) collocated Familiar Target
(FTcoll), (2) spatially separated Familiar Target (FTsep), (3) collocated Both Unfamiliar
(BUcoll), (4) spatially separated Both Unfamiliar (BUsep), (5) collocated Familiar
Masker (FMcoll), and (6) spatially separated Familiar Masker (FMsep). Additionally,
there were two control conditions: Silence, in which no auditory stimuli were presented,
and Noise, in which completely unintelligible signal-correlated noise (SCN), derived
from the three-sentence mixture, was presented to the participant. SCN was created with
an in-house MATLAB script. First, a noise signal was generated to have the same
longterm spectral profile as the three-sentence mixture, and was convolved with the
amplitude envelope. Noise trials had the same amplitude envelope as the original threesentence mixture, but were entirely unintelligible. In both of these conditions, the
condition name (e.g., Silence) was presented on the screen instead of target names (Bob
or Pat). Instead of a sentence from the BUG task, the visual prompt “Press any button”
appeared, and participants pressed either button as a response instead of making a match
or no-match decision. Participants were free to choose which of the two buttons to press.
Two volumes were acquired at the end of every trial, involving acoustic noise being
generated by the gradient coils. After the volumes were acquired, a delay of seven
seconds occurred before the next two volumes. During this delay, stimuli were presented
and a silent series of excitation pulses were delivered to ensure constant signal contrast.
After stimulus offset, participants were given a window of approximately four seconds to
respond before the next trial began. Each trial lasted for 9 seconds, including scanning.
Figure 13 shows a schematic the timing of visual cues and auditory stimuli for each trial.
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Figure 13. Schematic of trial timing of visual cues (top row) and auditory stimuli
(bottom row).
Participants completed eight experimental runs of 42 trials each (336 trials total). There
were 21 trials each of Silence and Noise. The Familiar Target and Familiar Masker
conditions each had 84 trials (42 were collocated, 42 were spatially separated). In the
Both Unfamiliar condition there were 84 collocated trials and 42 spatially separated
trials. There were twice as many BUcoll trials (84 trials) in order to use half (42 BUcoll
trials) as the baseline condition to compare familiarity effects, and the other half as the
baseline condition to compare spatial cue effects.
After participants completed the fMRI task, they were asked to respond to the question
“How strongly did you perceive the sentences as coming from different directions?” on a
7-point Likert-type scale (1= not at all, 4=moderately, 7=very strongly).

4.2.5

fMRI preprocessing

Preprocessing and analysis of the fMRI data was conducted using the SPM12 software
package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) at both individual and group levels
(modelling subject as a random effect). Preprocessing of the data involved motion
correction, coregistration, normalization into standard Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) template space, and spatial smoothing with a 10 mm full-width half-maximum
Gaussian kernel to reduce influence of individual differences in anatomy and to ensure
that the data conform to assumptions of Gaussian Random Fields Theory which is used to
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apply familywise error correction (FWE) for multiple corrections (Worsley, Evans,
Marrett, & Neelin, 1992). Because two volumes were acquired at the end of each trial, I
calculated the mean of the two images for each trial and entered those into the first level
analysis. I also averaged the realignment parameters for each trial and used the averaged
values as regressors.

4.2.6

Behavioural data analysis

4.2.6.1

Behavioural-only session

A single-samples t-test was conducted to determine whether accuracy in each condition
was significantly different from chance. To test the effect of a familiar voice on
discrimination sensitivity, I conducted a one-tailed paired-samples t-test between
collocated FT and BU comparing d' (with loglinear correction to avoid infinite d' values
due to extreme false-alarm or hit proportions (Hautus, 1995)) as the dependent measure.
Lastly, I conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA on Both Unfamiliar data with spatial
separation as the within-subjects factor (7 levels: 0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 45°).

4.2.6.1.1

Magnitude of familiar-voice benefit

The primary goal of the behavioural-only session was to determine the amount of spatial
separation in the Both Unfamiliar condition that is associated with the same intelligibility
as the collocated Familiar Target condition. This value quantifies the familiar-voice
benefit to intelligibility in terms of degrees of spatial separation, as in Domingo et al. (in
preparation [Chapter 3]). Using the lsqcurvefit function of MATLAB R2014b
(Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), the following three-parameter exponential function was
fit to the raw data in the Both Unfamiliar condition and the spatial separation that
produced equal intelligibility as the collocated Familiar Target condition was calculated
for each participant:
𝑦 = 𝑎(𝑒 𝑏𝑥 ) + 𝑐
Where a, b, and c are free parameters, and x is spatial separation in degrees.
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If the participant did not have a quantifiable spatial separation value because the Familiar
Target condition was less intelligible than the collocated Both Unfamiliar condition or
because the participant did not show any spatial release from masking, then a spatial
separation of 17.1° was assigned to the participant. This value was observed in previous
work to be the average spatial separation that yielded an intelligibility benefit for an
unfamiliar voice equal to that obtained from a familiar target voice in the collocated
condition (Domingo et al., in preparation [Chapter 3]). Because data in the Familiar
Target condition was only collected at 0° (i.e., collocated condition), a function was not
fit to these data.

4.2.6.2

fMRI session

A within-subjects repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on accuracy data with
Familiarity (three levels: Familiar Target, Familiar Masker, Both Unfamiliar) and
Separation (two levels: collocated, separated) as within-subjects factors. The same
analysis was also conducted for d' values. Lastly, a single-sample t-test was conducted to
determine in which conditions d' values were significantly different from chance.

4.2.7

Imaging analysis

Analysis of each participant’s data was conducted using a general linear model in which
each scan was coded as belonging to one of eight conditions (Silence, Noise, and six
Speech conditions). The eight functional runs were modeled as a single session within the
design matrix, and eight regressors were entered to remove the mean signal from each
run. Six realignment parameters (averaged between the two volumes for each trial) were
included to account for motion effects. These models were then fit using the least-meansquares method to each individual’s data and parameter estimates were obtained. Contrast
images for each of the eight experimental conditions, as well as the following contrasts
were created. Table 3 shows the contrasts that were created:
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Table 3. Contrasts and interactions.
Contrast

Conditions

Sound > Silence

(FTcoll + FTsep + FMcoll + FMsep + BUcoll + BUsep + Noise) – Silence

Speech > Noise

(FTcoll + FTsep + FMcoll + FMsep + BUcoll + BUsep) – Noise

FT > BU

(FTcoll + FTsep) – (BUcoll + BUsep)

Sep > Coll

(FTsep + FMsep + BUsep) – (FTcoll + FMcoll + BUcoll)

FM > BU

(FMcoll + FMsep) – (BUcoll + BUsep)

(FT+FM) > BU

(FTcoll + FTsep + FMcoll + FMsep) – (BUcoll + BUsep)

Interaction
Familiarity x

(FTcoll - FTsep) – (BUcoll - BUsep); (FTsep - FTcoll) - (BUsep -

Separation

BUcoll)

For the group analysis, the above contrast images were entered into a single-sample t-test.
The group analysis was conducted on whole-brain data, with the exception of the FT>BU
contrast where I had an a priori hypothesis of where activation would occur. Based on the
findings of (Birkett et al., 2007; von Kriegstein et al., 2003, 2005; von Kriegstein &
Giraud, 2004), I conducted a small-volume analysis within BA21. The BA21 mask was
created using the PickAtlas tool (Maldjian, Laurienti, & Burdette, 2004; Maldjian,
Laurienti, Burdette, & Kraft, 2003) in SPM12. Peaks were localized using the
Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas (AAL) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). Results of
the group analyses were considered significant if they exceeded a threshold of p <. 05,
family-wise error (FWE) corrected and are shown on the average normalized T1weighted structural image using the Mango software package
(http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango).

4.3 Results
4.3.1
4.3.1.1

Behavioural-only session
Signal detection analysis

Figure 14A shows d' data in Familiar Target and Both Unfamiliar conditions at each
spatial separation. Single-sample t-tests revealed that d' values in all conditions were
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significantly above chance (ps<.045) except for in the Both Unfamiliar condition at 0°
(p=.22).
d' in the Familiar Target and Both Unfamiliar conditions differed in the predicted
direction indicating that familiar voice cues improved sensitivity to the task, [t(22) =
1.85, p=.039 one tailed].
Lastly, the main effect of spatial separation on d' was significant, [F(6,132) = 6.87,
p<.0001]. d' at greater spatial separations was larger than at smaller spatial separations. d'
at 45° was greater than at 0° and 10°, (ts(22) ≥ 3.52, ps ≤ .047), approached significance
at 5°, (p=.06), but was not significantly different from separations between 15-25°, (ps ≥
.99). d' at 0° did not significantly differ from that at 5-10°, (ps ≤ .20).

4.3.1.2

Magnitude of familiar-voice benefit

Magnitude of familiar-voice benefit. I measured the magnitude of the familiar-voice
benefit – in terms of degrees of spatial separation – at which an unfamiliar voice was as
intelligible as a familiar voice when both are masked by two sentences spoken by an
unfamiliar voice. Averaged intelligibility data, expressed as proportion correct, and the
fitted function is shown in Figure 14B. Of the 23 participants in this study, 11 did not
show an intelligibility benefit from familiar voices. The average familiar-voice benefit for
the remaining 12 participants was 12.05°, which is lower than magnitude of 17.1° found
in previous work (Domingo et al., in preparation [Chapter 3]). Furthermore, there is a
higher proportion of participants who did not gain a benefit to intelligibility, probably due
to differences in the behavioural task used. I will explore this further in the Discussion.
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Figure 14. Sensitivity data (A) and accuracy data in proportion correct (B) from the
behavioural-only session in each spatial separation for the Familiar Target (FT;
dark grey) and Both Unfamiliar (BU; light grey) conditions. The grey line is the
fitted function. Data points show group means. Error bars are ±1 standard error of
the mean (between subjects). Average accuracy in each condition was calculated for
each participant, and the standard error of the mean was calculated from the
averaged accuracy across all participants.
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4.3.2
4.3.2.1

fMRI session: Behavioural task
Perception of spatialized stimuli

Figure 15 shows each participant’s familiar-voice benefit in degrees as a function of their
response to the question “How strongly did you perceive the sentence as coming from
different directions?” Overall, participants responded that they were able to perceive the
fMRI stimuli as coming from different directions (mean = 4.78, SD = 1.38). 19 out of 23
participants responded that the spatialized stimuli were ‘moderately perceivable’ to ‘very
strongly’ perceivable.

Figure 15. Familiar-voice benefit (measured in degrees) as a function of how
strongly each participant perceived the stimuli as coming from different directions
(1 = not at all; 4 = moderately; 7 = very strongly). Light grey circles represent
participants who showed a familiar-voice benefit during pilot testing. Dark grey
circles represent participants who did not show a familiar-voice benefit and were
therefore presented with maskers separated by 17.1° during scanning.
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4.3.2.2

Accuracy

A 3x2 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted to compare accuracy across familiarity
conditions (three levels: Familiar Target, Familiar Masker, Both Unfamiliar; withinsubjects) and spatial conditions (two levels: collocated, separated; within-subjects).
Figure 16A shows accuracy in each condition for the fMRI task. As expected, accuracy
was highest when participants had both familiarity and spatial cues to work with, and was
lowest when the familiar voice served as the masker. The main effect of Familiarity was
significant, [F(2, 44) = 7.26, p = .002, ω2 = .21], indicating that a participant’s ability to
correctly identify a match or mismatch was affected by the presence of a familiar voice.
Participants were significantly more accurate when the target voice was familiar
(Familiar Target condition, mean = .57, SE = .02) than when the target was unfamiliar
and the masker was familiar (Familiar Masker condition, mean = .51, SE = .01) (p=.020).
Participants were also more accurate in the Both Unfamiliar condition (mean = .57, SE =
.02) than in the Familiar Masker condition (p=.022). There was no difference in accuracy
between the Familiar Target and Both Unfamiliar conditions (p=.961).
Spatial separation had a significant effect on intelligibility, [F(1, 22) = 9.74, p = .005, ω2
= .27]. Trials in which the target and masker were spatially separated from one another
(Separated condition; mean = .57, SE = .01) were easier to identify as a match or
mismatch compared to trials in which the target and masker voices were presented at 0°
(Collocated condition; mean = .53, SE = .01).
The interaction between Familiarity and spatial separation was not significant, [F(1, 22) =
2.50, p = .10, ω2 = .06].

4.3.2.3

Signal detection analysis

d' values were analyzed for Familiarity and Separation (same levels as above). Results
are presented in Figure 16B. As indicated by single-sample t-tests, performance was
above chance in the Both Unfamiliar condition when target and maskers were spatially
separated and when they were collocated (ps ≤ .015). In the Familiar Target condition,
performance was above chance when stimuli were separated (p=.001) but not when they
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were collocated (p=.14). Performance in the Familiar masker condition was not above
chance either when stimuli were separated or collocated (ps>.49).
Sensitivity (d') was affected by Familiarity, [F(2, 42)=5.99, p=.005, ω2 = .18]. Sensitivity
was higher in the Familiar Target condition (mean=0.24, SE=0.07) and Both Unfamiliar
condition (mean = 0.23, SE = 0.06) than in the Familiar Masker condition (mean = 0.03,
SE = 0.04) (ps≤.036). There were no significant differences between the Familiar Target
and Both Unfamiliar conditions (p=.99).
Spatial separation did not have an effect on discrimination sensitivity, [F(1, 21) = 1.25, p
= .28, ω2 = .01]. There was also no interaction between Familiarity and Separation, [F(2,
46) = 1.62, p = .213, ω2 = .02].
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Figure 16. (A) Accuracy expressed as proportion correct and (B) Sensitivity for the
behavioural task in the fMRI session by condition for Collocated (dark grey) and
Separated (light grey) trials. Error bars are ±1 standard error of the mean. Dotted
line in Panel A indicates chance performance.

4.3.3
4.3.3.1

Functional imaging results
Auditory and speech perception

When speech-in-speech stimuli were presented, participants had to decide whether the
visually presented sentence was an identical match to the target they had heard. For
Silence and Noise trials, participants had to press any button when prompted. The
conditions in which sounds were presented (speech and noise trials) activated the bilateral
middle and superior temporal areas as well as premotor and prefrontal areas when
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contrasted against Silence (contrast: Sound>Silence; Table 4, Figure 17A). When
contrasted against noise, speech trials activated the left middle temporal region, premotor
areas, and prefrontal areas (contrast: Speech>Noise; Table 4, Figure 17B).

4.3.3.2

Familiar-voice sensitive areas

A paired t-test revealed that the activation between (FT>BU) and (FM>BU) did not
differ, therefore the results from all trials containing a familiar voice were collapsed
together. I contrasted all trials with a familiar voice present against trials where the target
and masker voices were unfamiliar (contrast: (FT+FM)>BU; Table 5, Figure 18) and
observed significant clusters in the right posterior STG, left supramarginal gyrus,
precuneus, and right IFG.

4.3.3.3

Spatial-cue sensitive areas

Spatially separated trials activated areas in posterior superior and middle temporal areas
and precuneus when contrasted against collocated trials (contrast: Separated>Collocated;
Table 4, Figure 18).
The interaction between familiarity and spatial cues was not significant.
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Table 4. Local response maxima in statistical parametric maps for the second-level
analyses, probing sound perception (Sound > Silence, p<.05, FWE), and speech
perception (Speech > Noise, p<.05, FWE), familiar vs. unfamiliar voice (FT > BU.
p<.05, FWE, masked by BA21), and the effect of spatial separation on target speech
perception, (Separated > collocated, p<.05, FWE).
Contrast
Sound > Silence

x
40
-54
-8
-44
-32
30
6
32

y
-22
-34
16
-4
20
-66
-74
-64

z
6
8
50
56
-2
-54
-22
-24

T
15.7
15.3
9.9
8.71
7.89
12.9
9.2
9.06

N voxels
1906
2129
117
63
25
108
48
49

Anatomical location
Heschl's gyrus, r.
Posterior STS, l.
Suppl. Motor Area, l.
Precentral gyrus, l.
Insula
Cerebellum, Lobule VIII, r. hemis.
Cerebellum, Lobule VII, vermis
Cerebellum, Lobule VI, r. hemis.

Speech > Noise

-62
58
-6
-50
28

-28
-18
16
-2
-66

2
2
48
48
-50

11.4
7.59
10.1
7.92
7.42

525
40
115
21
8

Posterior STS, l.
Middle STG, r.
Suppl. Motor Area, l.
Precentral gyrus, l.
Cerebellum, Lobule VIII, r. hemis.

Separated > Collocated

48
-62
4

-26
-44
-58

10
6
56

7.64
7.51
7.87

9
7
17

Posterior STS, r.
Posterior MTG, l.
Precuneus, r.

x, y, z are MNI coordinates of local maxima (in mm). T, level of significance
Table 5. Significant clusters in statistical parametric maps in the second-level
analysis. Clusters were considered significant if they reached a threshold of p<.05,
FEW.
Contrast
(FT + FM) > BU

x
50
-58
48
-6

y
-42
-46
22
-62

z
22
24
20
44

T
7.15
6.33
5.53
5.14

N voxels
1736
1310
773
890

Anatomical location
Posterior STG, r.
Supramarginal gyrus, l.
IFG triangularis, r.
Precuneus, l.

x, y, z are MNI coordinates of local maxima (in mm). T, level of significance
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Figure 17. Regions activated when (A) listening to sounds versus silence, and (B)
speech versus signal-correlated noise, p<.001 uncorrected. The coronal slice on the
right shows the location of the sagittal slices for each contrast.
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Figure 18. Regions activated when a familiar voice was present versus when both
target and maskers were unfamiliar ((FT+FM)>BU; blue-light blue colour scale)
and spatially separated versus collocated stimuli (Sep>Coll; green-yellow colour
scale) at p<.001 uncorrected. The coronal slice on the bottom-right shows the
location of the sagittal slices for each contrast.
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4.3.3.4

Region by Condition Interaction

To verify that different regions respond differently when intelligibility is improved by
acoustic (spatial separation) and cognitive (voice familiarity) factors, I conducted 2x2
repeated measures ANOVA comparing the activity in peak voxel in the (FT+FM)>BU
and in the Sep>Coll contrasts and specifically examined the region by contrast
(condition) interaction.
As expected, the interaction was significant [F(1, 22) = 284.54, p<.0001, ω2 = .92],
indicating that activity in the peak voxels significantly differed based on the intelligibility
cue used. Activity of the peak voxel in the (FT+FM)>BU contrast was significantly
greater in response to familiar voices compared to spatial separations (p<.0001).
Similarly, activity of the peak voxel in the Sep>Coll contrast was significantly greater in
response to spatial cues compared to voice familiarity (p<.0001). This interaction is
illustrated in Figure 19.

Figure 19. Differences in peak voxel activity in the (FT+FM)>BU contrast (blue) and
Sep>Coll contrast (green) measured as t-values. Error bars are ±1 standard error of
the mean.
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4.4 Post-hoc data collection
The low overall performance in the behavioural task suggests that perhaps the task was
too difficult. Responses in the current task were scored as correct or incorrect only and
chance level was 50%, whereas the task used in Chapters 2 and 3 were scored based on
every correct word instead of correct sentences and had a chance level of 12.5%.
Therefore, the task used in the current study has less resolution to detect differences in
accuracy. The current task was piloted in a previous voice familiarity study in our lab
(Holmes, unpublished results) involving a two-voice mixture (one target voice and one
masker voice), and not only was the familiar-voice benefit to intelligibility replicated, but
it also significantly correlated with traditional matrix tasks in which participants are
instructed to click on each word on the screen from a list of options. However, the current
study differed from pilot work in terms of the number of maskers and TMR. The current
study presented all stimuli at a TMR of -3 dB, whereas the pilot experiment used an
adaptive threshold task to determine each participant’s 40% threshold. The mean TMR
across participants was -0.24 dB (SD = 3.77, range = -13 – 5 dB) in the Holmes et al.
study. These differences made the task more challenging and could explain the absence
of a behavioural familiar-voice benefit in the current study that was observed in pilot
work.
To determine if the lower TMR and change in number of maskers were reasons for the
observed low performance, the current study was followed up using a TMR of 0 dB. For
the behavioural-only session, a traditional matrix task (the same as in Chapter 3) was
used to measure the magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit for each participant. In the
fMRI session, participants completed the same target-matching task used in the current
chapter.

4.4.1

Participants

Two pairs of participants were tested (mean age = 23.7 years, SD = 0.6) who have known
their partner an average of 3.6 years (SD = 2.8 years) and reported that they speak an
average of 18.3 hours a week (SD = 6.5) were tested.
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4.4.2
4.4.2.1

Results
Behavioural-only session

Three out of four participants demonstrated a familiar-voice benefit. On average, the
collocated Familiar Target condition (mean = .67, SE = .07) was more intelligible than
the collocated Both Unfamiliar condition (mean = .46, SE = .04) by a proportion of .21.
The average magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit in the collocated condition was
equivalent to a spatial separation of two unfamiliar talkers of 29.7°. The individual
familiar-voice benefits ranged from 11.6° to 22.8°. These results are more consistent with
the results of previous work (Domingo et al., in preparation [Chapter 3]).

4.4.2.2

fMRI session

Accuracy in this session were similarly low compared to the original 23 participants.
Proportion of correct responses was highest in the Familiar Target condition (mean = .57,
SE = .03). Accuracy was slightly lower in Both Unfamiliar (mean = .53, SE = .04) and
Familiar Masker (mean = .54, SE = .02).
The results of the behavioural-only session and fMRI session for these four participants
suggest that the results of the target-matching task used in the current study did not
approximate the results obtained from a traditional matrix intelligibility task involving
one target and two symmetrical masker voices.

4.5 Discussion
Previous research has shown that familiar voices and spatial cues are both robust
facilitators of speech intelligibility. In the current study, I used fMRI and virtually
spatialized auditory stimuli to determine the neural regions that are associated with each
intelligibility cue, and to examine whether these two cues improve intelligibility through
mechanisms that depend on similar brain networks. Results from this study revealed a set
of brain regions that support familiar-voice perception and spatial cue processing. These
areas overlap in the posterior temporal regions and precuneus. Further, results suggest
differential patterns of neural activation when a familiar voice is present or not, involving
activation in the right STG, right IFG, left supramarginal gyrus, and precuneus. Despite
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the absence of a behavioural familiar-voice intelligibility benefit in the fMRI session,
which may be due to the insensitivity of this task, given the previous literature on this
topic it seems likely that this is a real effect, and that the neural substrates of the
processing of familiar voices differ somewhat from those that support processing of
unfamiliar voices.

4.5.1

Familiar voices activate voice, person recognition, and
attention areas

Familiar voices appear to activate areas in known ‘voice’ areas in the temporal and
frontal lobes. In the current study, the right posterior STG was the only peak in the
temporal lobe that activated in response to a familiar voice. The right posterior STG is
part of the ‘temporal voice areas’ (Pernet et al., 2015) and has also been implicated in
processing speaker information (Chandrasekaran, Chan, & Wong, 2011). The current
results are also consistent with clinical research that suggests that the posterior right
temporal lobe is critical for voice recognition (Ellis, Young, & Critchley, 1989).
The right posterior STG activation observed in response to familiar voices may also be
reflective of an intelligibility benefit from a familiar voice. Intelligibility and voice areas
both involve the length of the left and right STS/STG (Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Pernet
et al., 2015; Wild, Davis, et al., 2012; Wild, Yusuf, et al., 2012). Therefore, the right
posterior STG is a small subset of established intelligibility areas. While intelligibility
has been shown to be left-lateralized (Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Narain et al., 2003;
Wild, Davis, et al., 2012; Wild, Yusuf, et al., 2012; Zekveld et al., 2006), areas of the
right temporal lobe have also been shown to respond to intelligible speech (Davis &
Johnsrude, 2003). The limited activation in intelligibility areas may be reflective of the
lack of familiar-voice benefit in the behavioural results and may also simply be
responding to the familiar voice in some way.
The regions of temporal lobe that I observed to be active have been reported to be
sensitive both to voices (Pernet et al., 2015; Schall et al., 2014) and to the intelligibility
of the content (Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Wild, Davis, et al., 2012; Wild, Yusuf, et al.,
2012). This appears to contradict the findings of von Kriegstein et al. (2003) who suggest
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that voice identification activates anterior temporal areas and verbal information activates
the left posterior middle temporal region. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is
that in the current study, participants were never explicitly instructed to attend to the
target voice as they were in the von Kriegstein et al. (2003). However, Schall et al.
(2014) also required participants to attend to a voice and found that posterior right STS
activity was associated with voice identity recognition. Perhaps these differences in
findings are task-related, in which von Kriegstein et al. (2003) instructed participants to
respond via button press if the voice presented on a trial was the same was the target
voice presented at the beginning of the block. In comparison, Schall et al. (2014) asked
participants to indicate if the voice presented on a trial matched the name assigned to that
voice in a preceding training phase. It may be the case that the task that von Kriegstein et
al. (2003) used may also be involving voice discrimination processes, and the task in
Schall et al. (2014) was primarily about voice identity recognition.
Two areas in the parietal lobe activated in response to familiar voices. The first is the
precuneus, which has been shown in other studies to be involved in familiar-voice
recognition and discrimination (Nakamura et al., 2001; von Kriegstein et al., 2003; von
Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004). Precuneus activation in the current study can perhaps be
associated with processes of word recognition, which has also been observed by (Dorfel
et al., 2007). The precuneus is considered to be a higher-order area involved in processes
such as visuo-spatial imagery, episodic memory retrieval, self-processing, and
consciousness (for a review on anatomy of the precuneus and behavioural correlates of
activation in the region, see Cavanna & Trimble, 2006). The other parietal region that
responded to familiar voices is the left supramarginal gyrus. This area has been shown to
be active in speech recognition (Benson et al., 2001) and word recognition (Relander &
Rämä, 2009). Perhaps the presence of a familiar voice enabled participants to better
perceptually segregate the target and masker voices in order to recognize the target
sentence, leading to activation in this area.
Another region activated by familiar voices was the right IFG. The right IFG comprises
the anterior and middle frontal voice areas (FVAs; Aglieri et al. 2018) and is part of the
auditory ‘what’ pathway in humans (Zündorf et al., 2016). In line with this, the IFG has
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been demonstrated to be involved in discriminating between trained familiar and novel
voices (Zäske et al., 2017). Therefore, activation in this region might indicate that
participants noticed or recognized their familiar voice. In addition to voice discrimination
processes, the IFG has also been implicated in language processing (Buckner, Raichle, &
Petersen, 1995), attentional switching (Lee, Larson, Maddox, & Shinn-Cunningham,
2014), and attending to speech masked with competing speech spoken by the same talker
(Nakai, Kato, & Matsuo, 2005). Perhaps the observed IFG activation is not only due to
recognizing a familiar voice in the three-sentence mixture, but also due to increased
attention involved in processing personally salient stimuli.
Taken together, the observed activation in the right and left temporal regions, parietal
lobe, and right IFG, in response to the presence of a personally familiar voice, is
consistent with observations made in other neuroimaging studies investigating voice
perception studies (Nakamura et al., 2001; Pernet et al., 2015; von Kriegstein et al.,
2003; von Kriegstein & Giraud, 2004), person-recognition (Barton & Corrow, 2016; Ellis
et al., 1989; Zäske et al., 2017), speech and word recognition (Benson et al., 2001;
Relander & Rämä, 2009), and selective attention and inhibition (Lee et al., 2014; Nakai
et al., 2005).

4.5.2

Spatialized voices activate temporal regions and precuneus

When the maskers were spatially separated from the target, I observed activation in the
precuneus and in regions of the posterior temporal lobe. Activated temporal regions are
consistent with the temporal voice areas (Pernet et al., 2015), and may reflect the
improved perception of the target voice due to spatial separation. In line with this, the
observed temporal-lobe activation comprises a subset of the intelligibility areas defined
above and could reflect spatial release from masking observed in the behavioural results
of the current study. Further, the majority of participants (19 out of 23) indicated that
they at least moderately perceived the stimuli as coming from different directions.
Therefore, another possibility is that posterior temporal lobe activation could be
representing the spatial separation between concurrent sounds, and not necessarily their
specific locations in space, as demonstrated by Shiell, Haufeld, & Formisano (2018).
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The fact that posterior temporal regions appear sensitive both to the presence of familiar
voices and to spatial cues supports the notion that this region acts as a computational hub
that is involved in a variety of spectotemporal analyses (Griffiths & Warren, 2002).
Based on the model proposed by Warren and Griffiths (2002) planum temporale
activation could be indicative of perceptually segregating the three voices in the stimuli,
or perceiving changes in spatial location between the collocated and spatially separated
conditions, or matching the familiar-target speech with stored templates. All three of
these processes may play a role in improving intelligibility of target speech.
Lastly, the precuneus activated in response to spatialized sounds. This region has also
been involved in processing spatial location change in non-speech sounds (Kryklywy et
al., 2013; Maeder et al., 2001). More generally, the precuneus has been involved in
processing object location changes and visuo-spatial imagery (Cavanna & Trimble, 2006;
Wolbers et al., 2008), suggesting that the spatial information processed in the precuneus
is not modality specific.

4.5.3

Limitations of this work

Accuracy and d' scores of the current study (Figure 16) were low, although generally
better than chance. The low levels of performance suggest that the task was perhaps too
difficult. Further, the weak or absent familiar-voice benefit in this study, despite having
observed a strong benefit using different tasks numerous times (Domingo et al., in
revision [Chapter 2], Domingo et al., in preparation [Chapter 3], Holmes et al., 2018;
Johnsrude et al., 2013) may be due to a floor effect. In previous work, participants were
instructed to select each word that they thought was spoken by the target voice, and their
overall accuracy was scored using correct words instead of correct sentences. Therefore,
if a participant were to identify three out of four words correct on a given trial, they
would have been scored as 75% accurate. In contrast, the trials in the current study were
scored as either correct or incorrect, which reduced resolution, increased the chance rate
to 50% and may have increased variability. Furthermore, the foils were highly confusable
with the target: three out of four words were from the target sentence and one word was
from one of the two masker sentences.
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The results of the post-hoc data collection supports the interpretation that the lack of
familiar-voice benefit is task related. The four post-hoc participants did both a traditional
matrix task (in the behavioural-only session) as well as the match/no-match identification
task (in the fMRI session). In the behavioural-only session, there appeared to be a strong
familiar-voice benefit. However, in the fMRI session, the Familiar Target condition was
only marginally more intelligible than the other conditions, and overall accuracy was still
near chance level (.50). These results appear to suggest that the match/no-match task used
in the current study did not approximate the results of the matrix task.

4.6 Conclusion
In this study, I presented participants with a target sentence with symmetrical maskers
spatially separated to the degree that produced equal intelligibility as a familiar voice.
When the familiar voice was present in the mixture, there was activation in the right
posterior STG, left supramarginal gyrus, precuneus, and right IFG. The specific processes
driving this activation are difficult to ascertain because of the weak familiar-target benefit
that was observed in the behavioural-only session but not in the fMRI session.
When attending to spatially separated speech, participants showed a significant
improvement in target-matching accuracy compared to when they attended to collocated
speech. Further, spatially separated speech activated posterior temporal areas and the
precuneus, which also activated in response to familiar voices. The activation of the
precuneus and temporal areas for both familiar voices and spatial separation may suggest
that the neural mechanisms that support intelligibility from these two cues at least
partially overlap and are therefore not entirely distinct from one another.
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Chapter 5

5

General Discussion

Voice familiarity has been shown to be an effective facilitator of speech intelligibility.
Johnsrude et al. (2013) found that the voice of a long-term spouse can improve
intelligibility by 10-15% (equivalent to 9 dB) when it serves as either the target or the
masker voice. This benefit is commensurate with another cue that has also been shown to
greatly improve intelligibility: spatial separation between simultaneous speech streams.
The aim of this thesis was to extend the findings of Johnsrude et al. (2013) and provide a
deeper understanding of voice familiarity as an intelligibility cue. Specifically, I (1)
measured the magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit from different types of naturally
familiar voices (friends and spouses); (2) quantified the familiar-voice benefit in terms of
degrees of spatial separation; and (3) compared the neural bases of voice familiarity and
spatial release from masking to determine if these cues improve intelligibility by
recruiting similar areas of the brain. The main findings of the three experiments I
conducted are discussed below. In this chapter, I also identify limitations of these
experiments, as well as make recommendations for future research in this area.

5.1 Summary of key findings from Chapter 2
In Chapter 2, I measured the familiar-target and familiar-masker benefits in older spouses
(age ≥ 55 years), younger spouses (age < 55 years), and friends, in a matrix task using the
BUG corpus (Kidd et al., 2008) in which sentences followed the format “<Name>
<verb> <number> <adjective> <noun>. Participants identified the target sentence by the
Name word (e.g., Bob or Pat) and responded with the remaining four words from the
sentence by clicking from a set of options on a screen.
Overall, intelligibility was highest when participants attended to a familiar compared to
an unfamiliar voice. Interestingly, the intelligibility benefit from a familiar voice did not
differ between older spouses, younger spouses, and friends. Further, the familiar-voice
benefit did not correlate with relationship duration, suggesting that longer relations do not
systematically increase the benefit to intelligibility from a familiar voice. This suggests
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that once the familiar-voice benefit has developed (which, based on our data, probably
takes less than 1.5 years), it remains constant over time. This work is currently under
revision for the Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied; the requested revisions are
minor.

5.2 Summary of key findings from Chapter 3
Chapter 2 showed that the familiar-voice benefit to intelligibility previously demonstrated
by Johnsrude et al. (2013) is replicable using a more challenging task, such as the BUG
(Kidd et al., 2008). In Chapter 3, I measured intelligibility in terms of proportion correct
and equated each participant’s performance to degrees of spatial separation to quantify
the familiar-voice benefit to intelligibility. Spatial release from masking is a well-known
and well characterized benefit, and it is helpful to know whether the benefit realized from
a familiar voice is commensurate with it. Further, in this experiment, I examined whether,
and how, these two cues interact with one another.
Between TMRs of -3 to 6 dB, participants reported 10-30% more words correctly when
the target sentence was spoken in a familiar voice compared to an unfamiliar voice. In
terms of degrees of spatial separation and TMR, the magnitude of the familiar-voice
benefit to intelligibility was 14-17° and 5.1 dB, respectively. The improvement to
intelligibility from attending to a familiar target voice is commensurate with or even
larger than that of a 90° spatial separation reported in previous studies.
At 6 dB TMR, the familiar-voice benefit did not differ across spatial separations, likely
because the target sentence was sufficiently intelligible from TMR cues alone so that
participants did not need to rely voice familiarity or spatial separations. However, at
lower TMRS (-3 dB and 0 dB) the familiar-voice benefit was greater at smaller
separations than at larger separations. These results suggest that voice familiarity is most
beneficial for listeners when acoustic cues, such as those providing information about
spatial separation, alone are insufficient to perceptually separate speech streams. This
paper is nearly ready for submission to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.
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5.3 Summary of key findings from Chapter 4
Chapter 3 showed that attending to a familiar voice led to an improvement in
intelligibility of about 20%, which is equal to 17.1° at -3 dB TMR. The magnitude of
intelligibility improvement from a familiar voice in Chapter 3 is comparable to that of a
90° spatial separation reported in other studies. Because voice familiarity and spatial
separation both provide considerable improvement to intelligibility, the goal of Chapter 4
was to using fMRI to determine whether the neural substrates supporting these two cues
are similar to or different from one another.
Due to the requirements of fMRI experiments, I used a simplified version of the task used
in Chapters 2 and 3. In this simplified task, participants responded by button press if the
sentence presented on the screen matched the target sentence they heard. The task was
likely too difficult for participants, as overall accuracy and sensitivity was low and the
familiar-voice benefit was substantially weaker than in other studies. Nevertheless, when
a familiar masker was present in the mixture there was activation in right posterior STG,
left supramarginal gyrus, right IFG, and precuneus. These activations are consistent with
previous voice research and may be associated with person-recognition, speech
recognition, voice processing, or attention involving the familiar voice. When spatially
separated speech was contrasted against collocated speech, there was activation right
posterior STS, left posterior MTG, and precuneus, again, similar to what has been
observed previously during spatial perception. Although the results are not conclusive,
primarily due to the absence of a familiar-voice benefit in behavioural data, it appears
that the mechanisms that support intelligibility from familiar voices and spatial separation
partially overlap with one another but are partially distinct, as predicted. A paper based
on this work is currently being prepared for publication.

5.4 Limitations
5.4.1

Familiar-voice benefit was not present in all participants

All experiments in this thesis used the psychophysical method of constant stimuli, in
which a fixed number of trials were presented to participant in each condition. This
method ensures that data can be easily aggregated and compared because all participants
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are tested under identical conditions. This procedure also limits bias because participants
cannot predict the stimuli or condition.
An adaptive staircase procedure (Levitt, 1971) that allows researchers to modify the
TMR based on each participant’s performance ensures that all participants demonstrate
the same level of accuracy. Therefore, this method can be used adapt TMR to ensure that
all participants show a familiar-voice benefit. Further, it can also be used to adjust
difficulty to avoid ceiling effects such as those observed in Chapter 3 because the
detection threshold can be defined in advance.

5.4.2

Unable to investigate individual differences

The voices in Chapters 2-4 were counterbalanced such that every participant served as a
familiar voice to their partner in the study and also served as an unfamiliar voice for two
other participants in this study. Counterbalancing in this away allows for the familiar and
unfamiliar voices to be acoustically matched across all participants, meaning that
comparisons between conditions are not biased by acoustic differences. However, this
design does not allow me to study individual differences in familiar-voice benefit. At the
individual level, intelligibility is affected by F0 differences, as well as by other less welldefined perceived similarities between the familiar and unfamiliar voice. No attempts
were made to keep the F0 differences between familiar and unfamiliar voices similar
between participants. Instead, assigning unfamiliar voices to each participant was done
with consideration of which other participant a participant was least likely to know, but
also with the constraint that each voice served as an unfamiliar voice for two other
participants.
Examining individual differences in the magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit would
allow researchers to determine the extent of the familiar-voice benefit and identify
underlying characteristics common to people with strong familiar-voice benefits. One
way to examine individual differences is by using a training paradigm in which all
participants are presented with the same familiar and unfamiliar voices. Performance in
training paradigms could also be correlated with other behavioural recognition measures
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such as face or object recognition. Results of those correlations could suggest that
different types of person recognition process are not independent of one another.

5.4.3

HRTF measurements were not personalized

Chapters 3 and 4 presented virtually spatialized stimuli to measure spatial release from
masking. These stimuli were created using the HRTFs of a KEMAR mannequin. Using
HRTFs measured from KEMAR is fairly common in auditory research; however, a
participant’s ability to perceive the stimuli as coming from different directs strongly
depends on how similar their pinna and head shape and size is to the KEMAR. In Chapter
4, many participants reported that they could perceive the sounds coming from different
directions, but some could not. Not only could this affect behavioural results, but this
could also influence the cortical activations observed. This limitation could be overcome
by measuring each participant’s own HRTF and applying those to stimuli. Doing this
would ensure that every participant would be able to perceive spatialized stimuli, leading
perhaps to more robust results, with a clearer interpretation.

5.4.4

Closed-set tasks are not generalizable

Chapters 2-4 all used closed-set tasks in which participants could select from a defined
set of possible responses. In Chapters 2 and 3, there were eight options for each of the
four words participants had to select. In Chapter 4, participants determined whether the
visual cue sentence was a match or not with the target sentence they heard. I used these
tasks because they control for potential response biases. Further, similar studies
(Kreitewolf et al., 2017; Johnsrude et al., 2013) also used closed-set tasks making our
results more easily comparable to theirs.
The primary limitation to closed-set tasks is that they may not generalize to natural
communication because real-world communication is not limited to a small word set and
because closed-set tasks involve word identification, not recognition. The tasks used in
this thesis do not take suprasegmental elements such as intonation and prosody into
account. The way a familiar voice is encoded or represented in memory may include
these characteristics so the tasks used may not be exploiting all the possible cues
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available from a familiar voice. Therefore, the current experiments may underestimate
the true magnitude of the familiar-voice benefit.
Using an open-set task, with more naturalistic sentences and in which participants
identify the words from a target sentence instead of merely recognizing them from a set
of options will provide a more ecologically valid measurement of the familiar-voice
benefit to intelligibility. Observing a robust familiar-voice benefit from a naturally
familiar voice in an open-set task would provide more conclusive evidence that familiar
voices are more intelligible in the presence of competing speech.

5.5 Recommendations and directions for future research
Findings from Chapter 2 suggest that the familiar-voice benefit is robust by about 1.5
years of knowing someone, and did not increase with increased exposure. However, it
cannot build up very quickly since I observed no improvement in the intelligibility of (at
the outset) unfamiliar voices throughout the experiment (approximately two hours of
exposure). These results raise an important question: How long does it take for the
familiar-voice benefit to develop?
Nygaard et al. (1994) show a familiar-voice benefit for 10 familiarized voices after nine
days of training. Similarly, Kreitewolf et al. (2017) observed a familiar-voice benefit for
one previously novel voice after a total of six hours of training, spread across four
consecutive days. It is possible that the timeline for learning a familiar voice artificially
via a lab procedure may differ from that for learning a voice in real life. To investigate
the development of the familiar-voice benefit from naturally familiar voices, a
longitudinal design tracking intelligibility of new familiar voice over time would be ideal.
For example, recruiting first year university residence roommates (who did not
previously know each other) when they had just moved in with one another, and again
after each month of the first year of university would allow intelligibility of the
roommate’s voice to be compared across different timepoints to identify how long it
takes to develop a familiar-voice benefit.
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In the imaging results of Chapter 4, there was no difference in regions of activation
between the Familiar Target and Familiar Masker conditions, when contrasted against
Both Unfamiliar. Although it is possible that familiar voices are represented the same
way in the brain when they are presented as targets or maskers, it may also be the case
that patterns of activation may be different between the two conditions containing a
familiar voice, but the univariate analysis used in Chapter 4 was not sensitive enough to
detect those differences. To address this, a representational similarity analysis (RSA)
(Kriegeskorte, Mur, & Bandettini, 2008) could be used to compute similarity between
activation patterns between experimental conditions. RSA could also be used to compare
the activation patterns and interactions for familiar and unfamiliar voices. The activation
pattern at different TMRs may be more similar for familiar target voices than unfamiliar
target voices. The similarities that may occur between participants may also correlate
with a behavioural familiar-voice benefit. Participants who show a strong familiar-voice
benefit may have different neural representations of a familiar voice compared to
participants who do not show this benefit.
In natural listening environments, it is impossible that multiple voices originate from
exactly the same point (as in the collocated conditions of Chapters 3 and 4). It is similarly
implausible that two talkers are located at the same distance from the listener and are 510° apart. In order to increase ecological validity and accurately measure the practical
benefit of familiar voices to intelligibility, future research must take spatial separations
between target and maskers into account.

5.6 Implications
The experiments in the current thesis were intended to contribute to the larger body of
literature on speech intelligibility in noisy environments. Compared to other cues such as
spatial separation and TMR, voice familiarity is not as well investigated and therefore not
as well understood. However, the current thesis highlights the magnitude and robustness
of voice familiarity as a facilitator of speech intelligibility in noisy environments and
demonstrates that its effectiveness is similar to that of larger spatial separations. These
findings suggest that further research into voice familiarity is warranted to gain a deeper
understanding of how familiarity improves intelligibility.
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This research may also have health-related implications. The World Health Organization
International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (WHO ICF; World
Health Organization, 2001) includes a concept of participation, defined as “involvement
in life situations”. One construct that is based on this concept is communicative
participation, defined as participating in life situations involving verbal communication
of ideas or information (Eadie et al., 2006). Communicative participation is considered a
critical indicator of intervention success to ensure that these interventions are
contributing a meaningful improvement in lives of clients, including older adults who
suffer from age-related hearing loss and often experience difficulty communicating in
noisy or reverberant environments (Huang & Tang, 2010). Chapter 2 in the current thesis
suggests that the intelligibility benefit gained from a familiar voice is as strong in older
listeners as it is in younger listeners. Although all participants in Chapter 2 were
audiometrically tested to have normal pure-tone hearing thresholds, these findings raise
the possibility that repeatedly exposing a listener to a voice may improve their ability to
understand that person’s voice in noisy environments. Auditory training on voices of
frequent communication partners has recently begun to be explored and has demonstrated
positive outcomes (Tye-Murray et al., 2016).

5.7 Conclusions
Using a closed-set matrix intelligibility task in which participants have to select each
target word from a list of options, the intelligibility benefit from a familiar voice is about
10-30%, which is comparable to the benefit gained from large spatial separations in other
studies. In terms of degrees of spatial separation, the magnitude of the familiar-voice
benefit to intelligibility is 15-17° using a symmetrical masker paradigm. Therefore, the
experiments in this thesis highlight the potential effectiveness of familiar voices as a cue
to improve intelligibility.
Further, this thesis provides preliminary evidence that the neural mechanisms that
underlie intelligibility from a familiar voice and spatial separations are partially distinct
and partially overlap, particularly in areas including the right posterior superior temporal
lobe and precuneus. Although the results from Chapter 4 are inconclusive, they suggest
that these two robust cues to intelligibility may converge.
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None of the experiments in this thesis replicated the familiar masker benefit demonstrated
by Johnsrude et al. (2013), suggesting that the familiar masker benefit is task-related or
that the closed-set task used in this thesis are not sensitive enough to observe it. In this
thesis, intelligibility from the familiar masker condition was no different from that when
both target and maskers were unfamiliar to the listener. At the higher TMRs in Chapter 2
and in Chapter 4, in fact, the familiar masker condition was less intelligible than the
control Both Unfamiliar condition, suggesting that the presence of a familiar masker
voice may actually be distracting to participants and make them less able to hear out an
unfamiliar talker. At least within the designs used here, this thesis shows that a familiar
voice only improves intelligibility when it serves as the target voice.
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Appendix F: Spatialized Speech Perception Questionnaire
PID: ______________________

Date:_______________________

How strongly did you perceive the sentences as coming from different directions?
Please circle your response.

Not at all
1

Moderately
2

3

4

Very strongly
5

6

7
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